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PREFATORY MEMORANDUM BY THE
EDUCATION OFFICER,

Arising out of liis immediate duties in connection with special

(M.D.) schools and following on some previous inquiries, the results

of which have already been published by the Council, Mr. Burt has
pursued his investigations into the distribution of educational ability

among the whole of tlie children in the special (M.D.) schools and in

the ordinary elementary schools within a representative borough.

It is obvious, from a mere turnover of the pages, that the

memoranda have involved most extensive, arduous and painstaking

work; a study of them has proved of the greatest interest and has
convinced me of their wide and immediate usefulness to the practical

teacher. The three memoranda indeed make a unique contribution

to tlie scientific study of educational problems. To the best of my
knoAvledge this volume is the first of its kind in Europe or elsewhere.

Its basis is the London schools, and to that extent the value of many
of its results is local, but its methods are universal and cannot but
raise large issues in schools otherwise organised and among students

of education in Europe and America.

Only a very few can, and only a very few need, carry out

researches so extensive, and extract with such exhaustive care and
fertile resource generalisations of such wide importance and useful-

ness from such a mass of complicated details. It is most gratifying
to learn that Mr. Burt found the teachers in the representative

borough most willing to assist in his interesting though exhaustive
task.

The memoranda oifer some stiff reading. It may be expected
that only the ablest teachers will master the details of methods and
results ; but there should be no teacher in the London service for

whom the memoranda do not throw a flood of new light on old

problems even on a first reading. The memoranda will no doubt
stimulate a large number to repeat the inquiries, and they should
certainly induce all to test the results, so far as this is possible

within the limits of their own schools.

Mr. Bart warns his readers continuously that his investigation

has reached only a first approximation; an extensive application of

his results and their consequent criticism should bring a continued
enquiry to a closer approximation of the truth.



His first concern was the line wliicli should mark off the special

(M.D.) child from the normal or ordinary elementary school child.

His investigations next led him into a study of the average attain-

ments at each age of the normal children and the limits of deviation

above or below that average. He then carries his readers through
a long but deeply interesting study of backwardness and special

aptitudes.

After many hours spent on Mr. Burt's three memoranda I have
been deeply impressed both by his methods and results. He has
shown, by extensive inquiry, ingenuity and resourcefulness, how the
principles and processes underlying the commonest school facts and
operations can be revealed ; and has initiated a group of investiga-

tions which, if continued extensively and intensively, should lift the
practice of teaching from empiricism and lay it on a broad scientific

foundation.

Every teacher who, even at a considerable distance, follows the

spirit and conclusions of these investigations by so much helps to

establish the claim that his profession is a learned one. Were the

majority of teachers operating in the same spirit, a great impetus
would be given to educational research which would result in lasting

benefit to the schools.

The survey shows that in education there is a vast field for

practical research. " When the present crisis is over," writes

Mr. Burt, " the nation will stand confronted with the task of social

reconstruction. In preparation for this general overhauling one

urgent item is the research for which I have appealed. To take the

place of the ability that has been lost to the community, we have to

discover the best methods of detecting fresh supplies of ability and

the best means of training and utilising it to the utmost of which

it is capable. Scientific research in education is thus needed not

only to enhance the practice and profession of teaching, but also to

promote the welfare of the nation in the near future."

Several times Mr. Burt has insisted that his suggestions and

conclusions are tentative and provisional. Even so, many of them
are of immediate practical value for those engiiged in educational

administration and particularly for the teachers in the schools, for

example, in testing the value of their own classification. After

much hesitation I have endeavoured to re-state some of his conclu-

sions in a different order. I am fully conscious that in removing
such conclusions from their context I have inevitably given them
much baldness ; and that in using as far as possible the less technical

language to be found frequently in the body of the memoranda, I

have lost much in precision. I hope, however, that in gathering

the main conclusions together from the body of the text I have done

something to assist those who will be unable to find time for an



exhaustive study of memoranda which occasionally demand severe

efforts on the part of their readers.

I.—EDUCATIONAL ABILITIES.

Achievements in the subjects of the school curriculum appear to

be determined by mental factors of two kinds :
—

1.

—

General educational ability: a common factor entering into

all school work. This common factor is not a simple but a complex
capacity, partly dependent on a still more g-eneral intellectual factor,
" general intelligence " (all-round mental efficiency) and partly

including other important factors such as long-distance memory,
interest and industry. General educational ability determines per-

formances in different school subjects in different degrees : such

subjects as composition and perhaps problem work in arithmetic

are intimately dependent on it, and, if suitably tested and marked,
perhaps form the best measures of it.

2.

—

Specific educational ahilities : special aptitudes confined to

special subjects and groups of subjects. These apparently depend
upon psychological factors, largely innate, but partly on moral
factors determined by interest in the subject, the culture of the

home, and the personality of the teacher.

Allowing for the influence of general educational ability, school

subjects fall into four main groups, apparently dependent upon
four specific abilities, complex, and nearly, though not entirely,

independent :

—

(1) Arithmetical.

(2) Manual.

(•3) Linguistic.

(4) Literary.

The specific abilities to some extent overlap. {See tlie " Ring "

diagram, page 59.) "It is tempting to infer," says Mr. Burt,
" that the ordinary school curriculum views scholastic ability from
almost every side." It is equally tempting to suggest that the

ring predicts that there are gaps to be filled in between the Lin-

guistic and Literary group and the Manual group on the one hand,

and the Arithmetical group on the other.

II.—NORMAL AND BACKWARD CHILDREN.

1.—On an average the normal child advances A^ery nearly one

standard in each siiccessive year. The correlation between age and
class, in the case of the normal child, is high but imperfect and
may be roughly stated thus :

—
Age = Standard + 6.

Standard = Age — 6.



2.—In educational ability normal children tend on an average

to vary above and below the mean level for their age as follows:—
at the age of 5 by just half a year;

at the age of 10 by at least one year;

at the age of 15, in all probability, by nearly one and a

half years

;

and throughout by about one-tcitfh. of their age.

Roughly speaking, these limits correspond with what in the

Memoranda is termed the Standard Deviation.

3.—For practical purposes " backward " may be taken to denote

children who, though not "defective," are yet unable in the middle

of their school career to do the work even of the class below their

age and are retarded by about 15 to 30 per cent, of their age. In
this sense the total number of backward children in the senior

department of the borough investigated may be assessed at 10 per

cent, at the very lowest estimate. In the whole county the number
of backward children between 8 and 14 is estimated as being at

least from thirty to fifty thousand. Mr. Burt has thus put an

approximate measure (say 40,000) on a well-known problem. Efforts

to deal with backward children, as distinct from defective, are still

in their infancy, and are the result of the initiative of individual

head teachers and inspectors rather than of any collective or central

administrative act.

The tentative suggestions as to the causes and treatment of

backwardness are fully set ont on pages 36-'i0, and sliould be read

in extenso.

III.—MENTALLY DEFICIENT CHILDREN.

Children in special (M.D.) schools are characterised more by
backwardness in school work than by defective intelligence.

Defective intelligence is usually accompanied by extremely defec-

tive attainments; but defective attainments are by no means an

invariable index of an equal defect in intelligence {see pp. 16 and

17, particularly the paragraph at the top of p. 17). Children in

special (M.D.) schools often prove in the first instance to be school

failures, and not always mental defectives in the narrower sense.

The provisional diagnosis of educational backwardness and mental
deficiency should be based primarily upon the child's performances

with educational and mental tests.

1.—The educational development of defectives is about twice

as slow as that of normals, viz., about half a grade or standard

per annum: in other words, the educational attainments of a
" defective " correspond, on an average to those of a " normal " just

over half his age. We have thus a simple rule for predicting the

most probable degree of educational deficiency for any special

school child of any given age. With defectives educational develop-



ment is not only slower: it also seeiiis to slacken and cease towards
the end of the school career. Many, doubtless, arrive prematurely
at the limit of tlieir mental growth.

2.—On ail average, the deviation of the defectives from the

normal level is about four and a half times the " standard
deviation " of the " normals." It is always in a negative direction,

that is, towards a lower educational grade.

3.—No child who has three-quarters or more of the educational

attainments proper to his age should be even considered as a

potential candidate for admission to an M.D. school. In the case

of candidates who are retarded by less than 31 per cent, of their

age and tlierefore have over two-thirds of the normal attainments,

evidence of deficiency in general intelligence or of emotional
instability should also be required. 'Even for all who have more
than half tlie normal attainments it is desirable to have such
evidence ; and this may often call for prolonged observation in a

sorting class or clearing school.

The upper limits (in grades and standards) for candidates

nomijiated for the statutory examination for admission to a special

(M.D.) school are set out in Table XVI., p. 44.

With these limits the special school accommodation provided for

defectives in London appears to be sufficient : were the backward
children accommodated in special classes or in special schools of

lower grade, the accommodation would be more than sufficient.

IV.—CANDIDATES FOR CENTRAL SCHOOLS AND JUNIOR COUNTY SCHOLARSHIPS.

Potential candidates for central schools should be advanced above
the average by about 15 per cent, of tlieir age and potential junior

county scholarship children by about 25 per cent.

V.-GENERAL.

1.—Of children remaining in the ordinary elementary school

after transfer of Central School and Scholarship children, some
perhaps have not had an opportunity of developing their superior

talent. This view corresponds with the more popular view that there

is too much marking time in the top classes.

2.—Between Council and Non-provided schools the differences in

retardation are consistent and marked. In Council schools there are

43 "5 per cent, below the level of their age. In Non-provided schools

there are 50 3 per cent., practically one-half. The discrepancy is

greatest in the case of the girls. In their case the figures are

41 "6 per cent. (Council schools) and 53-7 per cent, for Non-provided
schools. Here is a fruitful subject of inquiry for inspectors and
head teachers.



3.—The investigation seems to confirm tlie liypotliesis tliat mental
abilities are distributed among the population according to the law
of averages, i.e., they may, if a sufficiently wide field is taken, be
arranged approximately according to the normal curve in the same
way as distributions of height and weight.

If this position is established, important criteria will be available

for guiding local authorities in such matters as the amount of special

school accommodation to be provided and the number of scholarships

to be awarded.

4.— -The differences between individuals tend to grow larger as

the individuals themselves grow older. This view is again in accord-

ance with the popular view and forms the sanction behind smaller

classes at the top of the ordinary elementary school, and in central

and secondary schools. The corollary to this conclusion-^the

increased differentiation manifested at higher ages—demands a

corresponding increase of differentiation in the education thus

provided: it also offers matters for much practical consideration.

Mr. Burt has put the same view differently in the statement

:

children classed together as infants may be unable to associate for

joint work when nearly adult. The view harmonises with the

experience of teachers, but it is a good thing to have it put so tersely.

5. The main effect of teaching on educational ability is, as a

rule, to increase the individual differences already present from

birth.

6.—If the child population and the community at large have

profited by the establishment of special schools and classes for the

educationally incompetent, much more would they profit by refining

the procedures for discovering and training those who are the most

efficient for their age. Here, therefore, says Mr. Burt lies a valuable

field for future surveys and future research, and, let me add, for

administrative action.

7.—In a provisional survey of the results of an analysis of the

psychological nature of scholastic abilities Mr. Burt suggests the

following conclusions :
—

(i.) The abilities and processes involved are far more complex than those

vpho have written upon this subject commonly assume.

(ii.) Similar results are reached by different children by very different mental

processes; consequently a child who fails under one method of in-

struction will often succeed, if a brief study be made of his natural

aptitudes and operations, and another mode of instruction adopted
accordingly.

(iii.) Similar subjects require very different abilities at different ages, and at

different stages of progress.

8.—The psychographs for special educational abilities repro-

duced between pp. 64 and 65 are most interesting, and suggest great

possibilities for the inquiring teacher.



In Composition, Reading and Aritlimetic schools or groups
draAvn from the poorest homes may be nine to twelve months or more
beliind those drawn from the best: they differ little, if at all, in

manual subjects.

The sections on the overlapping of age-groups, on the distribution

of age in school classes, and on the overlapping of classes (pp. 70-74)
deserve to be read and re-read again and again by all teachers.

Mr. Burt points out that the most obvious reform would be (so far

as administrative considerations permit) to reclassify for different

subjects or groups of subjects. This reform, as is well known, is

exacting much thought in secondary schools, but it has not become
a practical issue in elementary schools, in which it should not be
forgotten Mr. Burt's investigations have lain and from which his

conclusions have been drawn.

In Appendix II. will be found an ideal classification of children

according to educational ability at each age.

R. Blair.

L.C.C. Education Offices,

Victoria Embankment, W.C.
16th February, 1917.





INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

Aim of the Investigation.

The chief object of these memoranda is to present a preUminary estimate

of the distribution of educational abihties among children of ordinary

elementary schools and of special schools for the mentally defective. The

enquiry is for the most part a by-product of other work ; and can therefore

claim to reach only a fu-st approximation. As is inevitable in an initial

attempt, the methods are but tentative ; the restdts, provisional.

There are few problems in educational organisation wliich do not involve

some assiuiiption, either tacit or express, as to the way in which educational

ability is distributed. The most efficient method of organising school

classes ; the subjects for which cross -classification is needed ; the best schemes

of promotion ; the proper allotment of marks ; the procedure in internal

examinations and in examinations for scholarships ; the standards of achieve-

ment, optimal as well as niinimal, attainable imder different conditions and

at crucial stages in the school career ; tests of progress or deterioration in the

educational system as a wliole and in individual schools and children ; the

provision needed for children in special categories

—

" backward," " defective,"

" imstable," " advanced/' or " talented "
; the allocation of individuals of

appropriate ability to appropriate vocations-—these and nmnerovis other

problems would be largely solved by a Scientific Census of Educational Abilities,

uniformly carried out and periodically repeated. The present survey is a

preliminary attempt to discover within a limited area how far such a census

may eventually be practicable.

Educational Census of a Single Representative Borough.

With this object viltimately in view, I have endeavoiu-ed in the course

of my work to make a svirv(>y of the educational abilities of the entire

elementary school population of a single representative borough. The

immediate purpose of the sm-vey has been three -fold : (1) to discover both

the actual and the most suitable lines of demarcation between children in

the ordinary schools and children admitted to special schools for the mentally

defective
; (2) to obtain some estimate of the number of backward children

in the ordinary schools ; and, finally, (3) to verify the hypothesis of a " general

A



educational ability " underlying work at all school subjects, and to estimate

the reliability of current methods of marking and classifying children according

to the degree in which they exhibit that abihty. The first problem bears

most directly upon my chief duties ; and has therefore been considered first.

The second, on account of its size, has been attempted by but rough methods.

The third problem is theoretical and subordinate. It has been studied only

upon a very limited scale ; and considered last. Thus, what might seem

the natural order of study and presentation, from a logical standpoint, has

for practical reasons been inverted.

The borough chosen for the purpose of this survey was one of the largest

of the metropolitan boroughs in the north of London. Before finally deciding

upon this choice, the social conditions were reviewed from published data

—

the current volume of Loiidon Statistics, Charles Booth's Lije and Labour of

London, Mudie -Smith's Religious Life of London, and similar publications ;

and then studied concretely from information gleaned from care committee

visitors, attendance officers, and similar sources, and, above all, from residence

in one of the settlements situated in the district. The. social statistics for

this borough seem in most respects to deviate but little from average figures

for London generally. Representatives of nearly every social class appear to

be contained within it : whereas boroughs lying further west contain an

unusual proportion of the wealthier classes ; boroughs lying further east

contain increasing proportions of the lower and lowest classes ; and the

smaller boroughs adjoining the city and the larger boroughs in the south have

peculiar characteristics of their own. At the same time, there is in this

locality a number, perhaps somewhat large, suffering markedly from an un-

favoiirable economic or moral environment, from defects of health or physique,

and from mental and moral deficiencies presvmiably innate. It may, therefore,

be fairly expected that the borough chosen will exhibit a representative pro-

portion of children of average educational ability, together with typical samples

of both able and inefiicient pupils, sufficiently numerous for independent

analysis.

Extensive and Intensive Methods of Investigation.

The investigation has mainly followed two lines of approach. First, an

extensive svirvey has been made for general educational ability. This has

embraced all the children upon the roll of ordinary and special (M.D.) schools,

and has been based upon retvirns and estimates furnished by head teachers.

Secondly, an intensive examination has been made of particular children and

particular schools, including all the special (M.D.) schools, by the method of

mental and scholastic tests. This has been done both to check the criteria

employed by the teachers, and to examine the relation of proficiency in par-

ticular subjects to educational ability in general.



To analyse the rcsvilts the methods adopted have been unavoidably-

elaborate and technical. Subsequent enquiries may prove them perhaps

needlessly intricate, perhaps insufficiently exact. In a pioneer enquiry, how-

ever, methods are always of greater interest than results. For purposes of

reference and repetition, therefore, they have, in the body of the memoranda,

been described in full ; though psychological and statistical technicalities

have, where possible, been simplified or removed. Those interested merely

in the final conclusions will turn first to the summary at the end (pp. 80 to 84)

and refer only to the leading tables and diagrams there cited.'

Cyril Burt.
30th December, 1916.

(') I should like to express my gratitude to Mr. G. Udny Yule for reading the greater part of
these memoranda in typescript, to Professor J. A. Green and to Dr. C. Barrow Burt for reading
them iu proof, and to Dr. C. W. Klmmins for reading both proof and typoscript. To their several
criticisms and suggestions I am much indebted. I am also greatly indebted to Miss V. G. Felling
for much assistance both in making and in checking calculations. In seeing the Memoranda
through the press the advice and assistance of Mr. A. W. PhUlips have been invaluable. Above aU
I must acknowledge my great indebtedness to numerous head and assistant teachers, who have
so readUy helped me by compiling lists, schedules and estimates, or have arranged for me to carry
out experiments and tests upon the children in their charge.
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Three Preliminary Memoranda on

the Distribution and Relations of

Educational Abilities.

MEMORANDUM I.

DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL ABILITY AMONG CHILDREN IN

SPECIAL {M.D.) SCHOOLS..

Estimates of General Educational Ability.

In the coiirse rf the past yoar, I have visited all the special (M.D.) schools

in the borough selected for this survey, and have obtained an estimate of the
educational ability of every child upon the roll.

The estimate was intended to provide a single measure of the average
ability of each child in all the chief subjects of the school curricukmi. The
conception of General Educational Ability as a single capacity will be
justified by detailed evidence in a later memorandum.'^ Among normal
children, a child who is good at one subject is the more likely to be good also

at another : with them, ability in all subjects appears to be determined largely

by one common or general factor. Among children in special schools, this

general tendency is far less marked : a conspicuous deficiency in reading or

arithmetic, for instance, accompanied by a noriual or nearly normal ability

in all other subjects, is with them by no means rare. Accordingly, for the

defective children, especially for those of a higher grade, the estimates had
commonly to be drawn up separately for reading, arithmetic, and handwork,
and the final grading to be formed by amalgamating the three.

"Grades" and "Standards" as a Scale of Mental Measurement.

The estimates of ability were based chiefly upon the children's attain-

ments. They were su^jplied by the head teacher, acting visually in consultation

with the class teacher and myself ; and were checked by standardised tests.

The estimates were either obtained in, or else reduced to, terms of

" grades " and " standards." The degrees of attainment signified by the

several " standards " were taken as defined by the earlier Board of Education

codes. Among normal children (as will presently be shown, and as indeed

is generally recognised), each grade or standard corresponds approximately

to a definite school year. Provisional " norms " for each school year or

class have been jaropared in terms of scliolastic tests ; and, after further

experiments, will be published in full. For purposes of mental measure-

(') See Memorandum III., pp. .53-55,
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ment, the whole series of grades and standards may be very conveniently

treated as forming a continuous scale. The scale will range from a theoretical

St. -3 (corresponding to grade and age 3), through St. (corresponding to

grade iii. and age 6), and St. 1 (corresponding to age 7), up to St. 8 (correspond-

ing to standard Ex. -VII, and age 14), and a theoretical St. 9 for all above
Ex. -VII. The class intervals will be treated as divisible into fractions. Thvis,

"Standard I." is taken as covering a range from St. 1-0... to St. 1-99..., with
a mid-value at St. 1'5. .., just as " age 7- " is vised to mean " over 7*0 years

and tmder 8'0 years," with a mid-value at 7A years. The need for this is

clear. It is often necessary to discriminate finer shades of ability than the

crude class intervals. Teachers, for example, will give such assessments as
" a good St. II." or " St. I. plus," or " Grade iii. B "

; and again " St. I. for

arithmetic " has to be averaged with " St. II. for reading." In these cases,

the original values can be converted into quantitative form, and manipulated
algebraically, only by means of a continuous fractional scale. Such a scale

then, is eminently suitable for theoretical and statistical purposes. At the

same time, the unit of measurement remains closely related to practical

experience ; and possesses a familiar, concrete significance which a novel scale,

devised ad hoc, would no longer convey.

Mental and Scholastic Tests.

In addition to securing estimates, I have also personally carried out tests.

By this means I have endeavoiu'ed to ensiu-e that the standards of comparison
adopted in the different schools, whether special or ordinary, shall be approxi-

mately the same. All the children in the special (M.D.) schools of the borough
have been examined either individually or in class. The class-tests employed
were simple exercises in Number, Dictation, and Drawing : for Reading and
Intelligence, individual tests were also made with particular childi'en. The
resTolts of the Intelligence tests have already been in part presented in reports

on particular schools. The present memoranda are concerned with educational

capacities alone.

Results.

There are in all the special (M.D.) schools nearly 600 children. Between
the ages of eight and fovu-teen there are in each age -group from 50 to 100

children. The results, therefore, are sufficient in nmnber to yield a working

conception of the distribution of educational ability in London special schools.

Age-and-Grade Tables.

Table I. shows the distribution of educational ability, by age and grade,

among the children upon the roll of the six si3ecial (M.D.) schools in the borovigh.

For brief reference it will be convenient to describe such tables as Age-and-

Grade Tables. It presents the original data upon which the present

memorandiun is based.

The total figiu-es for all six schools are given in Table II.

The general distribution of educational ability in the special (M.D.) schools

of the borough is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1. The base-line repre-

sents the scale of grades and standards : the vertical columns represent by their

height the nvmiber assigned to each standard or grade.

Table III. gives the percentage of those upon the roll who are assigned

to the several grades and standards in each school and in all the schools taken

together.



TABLE I.—niSTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL ABILITY-

SPECIAL (M.D.) SCHOOLS.

Table showing numbers of children at each age in each school attaining the grade

or standard indicated.



TABLE II.—DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL ABILITY-

SPECIAL (M.D.) SCHOOLS.

Totals for all Special (M.D.) Schools Avithin the borough.

Table showing numbers of children at each age attaining the grade or standard indicated

Age.
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Figure 1.

DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL ABILITY AMONG THE MENTALLY DEFICIENT.

Special (M.D.) Schools of a Single Borough.

596 mentally deficient children. Number of children in each Grade and Standard.
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GRADE O i
ii iii Standard i ii

Scale of Attainments.

TABLE IV.—SPECIAL (M.D.) SCHOOLS.

Average Degree of Educational Attainment and Deficiency at each Age.
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Measures of Amount of Deficiency.

To compare children of different ages and of different schools, we need
some method of describing and measuring the degree of educational level or

deficiency. Four niethods at least are available :—

•

1. The Educational C'lass and Educational Age.

2. The Educational Retardation, measured in Years.

3. The Educational Deviation, measured in terms of the Standard
Deviation of Normal Children of the same Age.

4. The Ratio of Educational Age to Physical Age.

Differences in Measurements of Deficiency at each Age.

The way in \\'hich the several measures of deficiency vary with age is

shown in Table IV., and can be well observed by inspecting the points plotted

in Diagrams A, B, C and D of Figure 2.

1. Educational "Class" and Educational "Age" of Defectives.

Of the various methods of measurement available, the first and most
direct is the grade or standard to which each child is assigned. For purposes

of averaging, the series of grades and standards may, as we have seen (p. 6),

be treated as a continuous scale. This measure may be called the " Educa-
tional Class " or Grade. Were the child placed in a class of an ordinary

elementary school, exactly corresponding to his attainments, then his educa-

tional class would be identical with his school class.

His " Educational Age " may be calculated directly from his educational

class. If the latter is measured in standards, the corresponding age is obtained,

approximately, by adding 6, since 6 would be the average age of normal
children in standard 0. If the educational class is measured, not in the
" Standards " of a senior department, but in the " Grades " of an infants'

department, then the corresponding age is obtained, approximately, by adding

3, since 3 wovild be the average age of normal children in grade 0. More exact

purposes reqmre the use of regression equations calculated from the correlation

between class and age. i

The average educational grade of all the special school children is Grade
3-20 (Table IV., Figure 2, A). That is to say, the average attainments of

" defectives " roughly correspond to those of " normals " in the lower half

of grade iii. in an ordinary infants' department, a group whose normal age is

about six and a quarter. At the moment of investigation, none of the special

school children have reached a level higher than that of standard II. If

we except the older children, hardly any reach a level higher than that of

standard I. To grades ii. and iii. nearly two-thirds of the juniors are assigned.

The elder children are assigned in nearly equal proportions to grade iii., to

standard I. and to standard II. (Table III. and Figure 1).

It will be seen, however, that the grade of attainment increases almost

in direct proportion to age (Figure 2, A). For practical pui'poses, the grades

or standards to which " defectives " iipon an average correspond at different

ages may be taken as indicated in the following list ;

—

Defectives aged 7 to 8 correspond to a lower grade i. (normal age, 4 J years).

,, ,, 8 to 9 ., ,, upper

,, ,, 9 to 10 ,, ,, lower

,, ,, 10 to 11 ,, ,, upper

,, ,, 11 to 12 ,, ,, lower

,, ,, 12 to 13 ,, ,, upper

„ 13 to 15 „ „ lo

{*) See Memorandum II., p. 24.

grade
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The educational progress of " defectives " thus follows an average rate of

about half a class (grade or standard) 2^cr annum—a rate of progress which is

about half that of ordinary elementary children. The general course of their

development may be inferred from the series of points plotted in Figui-e 2, A.

The curve is slightly convex. With defectives, therefore, educational de-

velopnient is not only slower ; it also seems to slacken and cease towards the

end of the school career. Many doubtless arrive prematurely at the limit of

their mental growth. ^

2. Educational Retardation of Defectives.

By subtracting his real age from his educational age, a child's divergence

from the normal can be measured in educational years. If the difference is

negative, the child is backward or retarded ; if positive, forward or advanced ;

if zero, level.
"^

The distribution of backwardness in the special (M.D.) schools is shown
in Table V. For brief reference it is convenient to describe such a table as a
" Retardation Table." A retardation table for intelligence, based upon the

application of Binet's tests to special (M.D.) schools, has already been published

in my first report. ^ Educationally, all appear more or less retarded. Out

of the 596, all but eight are retarded by at least two years. Nearly two-thirds

ai'e backward by four to six years. One is backward by as much as eleven.

On an average, special school children are retarded by about five years. The

amount of backioardness increases very remarkably from, 3 years at the age of seven,

to nearly 9 at the age of sixteen. (Table IV., cokmm 3 ; Figure 2, diagram B.)

Among normal children so great a degree of backwardness is extremely rare.

In the whole borough, comj^rising nearly thirty-two thousand children, it is

exliibited by only thirteen, or 0-04 per cent. The average (arithmetic mean)

degree of backwardness of the backward half of all the nonuals is only four-

fifths of an educational year or grade ; the average (" standard " or root-mean-

square) deviation of the entire grouj) of normals is only TOG year.^

(^) This convexity ia attributable to administrative reasons as well as to psychological.
Many of the brighter defectives leave school at a somewhat earlier age.

C') In Memorandum II., " backward " is ultimately given a technical and limited conno-
tation, namelv, retarded by the equivalent of 1 i to 3 years at age 10 (p. 36). For negative
differences generally, the clumsier phrase ." behind age " is used. This covers every degree of

retardation, whether serious or negligible, administratively significant or not. An analogous
distinction might be drawn between those who are merely " above age," and those who are
definitely " advanced," i.e., above age by at least 1* years, and among the top 7 or 10 per cent.

(3) Report by the Council's Psychologist, February, 1915, p. 2.

(*) It is of interest to compare the degree of educational backwardness exhibited by
defectives with their degree of physical backwardness. In an appendix I have added a pre-

liminary note on this problem. In height they appear on an average to be retarded by two-
thirds to three-quarters of a year : in weight by one-half to one-third of a year. The sub-
normalitv is somewhat greater in head measurements, and greater still in physiological measure-
ments. But the differences are throughout small and inconstant. In jihysical development, there-

fore, speci(d school children appear on the whole to be somewhat backward. But except for a few
individual cases, the physical retardation is insignificant compared with the retardation in education
or intelligence.

, , , . ^ -r^ ,. ..x.
Deficiency in height or weight is in itself not diagnostic of mental defect, It appears slightly

correlated with degree of backwardness. Deficiency in functional or " physiological " tests is

somewhat more significant. Still more significant is a deficiency in functional measurements
which markedly exceeds the deficiency in structural measurements. Of the non-psychological
measurements the maximal circumference of the head is one of the most rapid, most convenient,
and at times, most suggestive. My data are at present too limited for publication in full. For
normal boys the average increases from 51-9 cm. (at 7) to 53-S cm. (at 11). With defectives it is

from 1-2 to 2-0 cm. less, according to age. Girls of cither group average about I'O to 0-5 cm. less

than the boys. Defectives thus appear about 4 or 5 years backward in head development. This
nearly corresponds with Binet's limit of normality for cranial circumference (6 years retardation).

Measurements below 49 cm. are rare among normal boys in senior departments, and therefore

strongly suggest defect. They are not common in special schools. Here as in all else defectives

vary far more about their average than do normals.
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TABLE v.—SPECIAL (M.D.) SCHOOLS

Distribution of Bacliwardness

Table showing number of children at each age below the average educational level for



("RETARDATION" TABLE),

in Educational Ability.

their age by the number of years indicated. Figures in brackets give percentages.

Backwardness.
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Inadequacy of the above Measures.

Of the various methods of estimating deficiency, the foregoing are in

commonest use. They are analogous, in the case of educational deficiency,

to the two suggested by M. Binet for the measurement of deficiency in in-

telligence.

(i) To mark off the feeble-minded, he originally proposed two mental
age limits : the mental age of eight divided them from the normal, and that

of five distinguished them from the imbecile. The proposal implies that the
" defective " is one whose mental development has followed that of the normal
up to a certain age and then has been prematurely arrested. We have seen,

however, that the " defective " drops behind almost from the start. Hence
not only his educational age, but also his actual age must be taken into account.

A " defective " assigned to the level of grade iii. is plainly convicted of a far

greater deficiency if his age is 16 than if his age is 8.

(ii) To meet these objections, M. Binet, in his later definitions, substituted

the conception of backwardness or retardation in place of the mental age limits.

A child was to be regarded as defective if he was backward by three years or

more. This second proposal suggests that the " defective " begins to develop

two or three years later than the normal, and that he then follows a parallel

course at a uniform distance behind. Once more, however, the development

suggested seems true of a small proportion only. With the majority the

degree of backwardness increases progressively from year to year. A child

of sixteen may be backward by ten years or inore, whereas a child of six obviously

cannot be more than six years behindhand. A child of fourteen in standard

IV. probably has a far less serious defect than a child of ten in grade iii.,

although both are retarded by four years. Binet's second proposal, therefore,

seems as unfair to older children as his first was to younger. According to the

first proposal, it would be possible for children to be regarded as defectives

till they reached a given mental age and then to become normal : according

to the second proposal, they might be normal during the earlier years of life,

and then become, first, feeble-minded, and, eventually, imbecile.^

We need, therefore, some measure of deficiency from which has been eliminated

all influence of age.

3. Educational Deviation of Defectives as compared with that of Normals.

A siiTiple technical device would bo to take as unit the average (or

"standard") deviation of normal children belonging to the several age-

groups and then to reduce to terms of these units the deviations of the
" defectives," originally expressed in years. The redviction is familiar in

statistics. Measurements of height, weight, speed, attainment or ability,

obtained originally in disparate units—inches, pounds, seconds, marks, or

mental years—are first converted into multiples of the standard deviation

of the whole group ; they can then be added, averaged, and compared, like

all measurements formulated in terms of the same scale.

From the figures obtained from the survey of the ordinaiy elementary

schools^ it appears that, on an average,^ a normal individual deviates from

(^) Evidently anticipating the foregoin? difficulties, Binet introdnced yet a further modi-
fication into his formula : with children of eight or under a retardation of two years in school
studies is sufficient to indicate feeble-mindcdness. Clearly his published definitions were
practical compromises, intended merely for utilitarian purposes. It is, therefore, not so much
Binet's personal views that are to be criticised, as the inaccurate theories that have developed
from a rigid aclhcrcnfe to his simplified rules.

(2) See Mniioraiiihnii II., p. 24.
(^) I use tliis expression somewhat loosely to avoid a technical circumlocution, which, though

more exact, might be less intelligible to those unversed in statistical terms. Strictly speaking,
one-tenth is not the average deviation, in the sense of the " mean " deviation, but tlie " stan-
dard " or " root-mean-square " deviation. For the difference between the methods of calculating
the two, see Memorandum II., p. 31.
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the average of his age-group by about one-tentli of his ago (Table X., cohimn

4) ; the actual values for each age are plotted as the lower row of points in

Figure 2, B. Expressed as a multiple of these normal values, the deviation

of the " defectives " varies but little, if at all, with age. The figures for the

various ages are given in the foiu'th column of Table IV., and are illustrated

in Figure 2, C. Tlie small fluctuations observable are chiefly due to irregu-

larities in the values found for the normal standard deviations. On an average,

the deviation of the " defectives " ffom the normal level is about four and a half

times that of the " normals.'" It is always in a negative direction, i.e., towards

a lower educational grade.

4. Ratio of Defectives' Educational Age to their Physical Age.

Measurements in terms of the standard deviation are somewhat technical

and elaborate. The " Educational Ratio " is more readily understood.

To be considered normal, a child of ten should have (within certain limits

yet to be defined) the educational attainments of an average child of ten. A
" defective " has only a fraction of those attainments. This fraction may be

called his " educational ratio." Thus, if he is in grade ii., instead of in his

proper standard IV., ho has acquired the equivalent of only five years' education

instead of ten. His educational ratio, therefore, is five-tenths, or 50 per cent.

Among special school children, the average educational ratio is 54 per

cent. (Table IV., column 5 ; Figui'e 2, diagram D). That is to say, they

have acquired hut little more than one-half of the educational attuinments achieved

by normal children at a corresponding age. The ratios vary but little with

age. If anything, they show a sliglit tendency to decline.

Since the standard deviation of a normal age -group varies in almost direct

proportion to the group's average ago, the statistical I'equii'ements of the

edvicational deviation are largely fulfilled by the educational I'atio. At the

same time, the ratio is simple in calculation ; it is not distvu-bed by observational

errors in the standard deviation ; and, finally, it conveys an obvious concrete

meaning.

Hence, as a single criterion of deficiency, directly applicable irrespective of

age, the educational ratio is, j^erhaps, the most convenient.^

Differences in Measurements of Deficiency at Different Schools.

The need of these subtler measures becomes evident in any attempt to

compare the degree of deficiency prevalent at different schools. The average

Age, Grade, Retardation, Deviation and Ratio found at each school is given

in Table VI. The grade and retardation is clearly determined in part by
the different age-composition of the several schools. Judged by the average

deviation and ratio, the differences between the schools are comparatively

small. If anything. School No. 1 contains children whose deficiency is greatest

;

here the largest percentages are in grades i. and ii., though this low assessment

is somewhat mitigated by lower age (Table III.). The differences in the

figures for the several schools, however, may be slightly influenced by differences

in the standard adopted by the different teachers. Tliis question, therefore, is

better deferred for examination until the tests have been more fully and
frequently applied.

(^) Those familiar with recent psycliologry will rightly surmise that, for theoretical as dis-

tinct from practical purposes, the educational ratio, as a means of measuring: scholastic ability,

is open to much the same objections as the " intellectual quotient " reoommendcd by Stern, as
a measure of general ability or intelligence. For scientific work the employment of the standard
deviation seems Indisputably the best device.
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TABLE VI.—SPECIAL (M.D.) SCHOOLS.

Educational Deficiency at Different Schools.

The figures are presented merely to illustrate possible methods of comparison. Final

estimates can be based only upon actual tests.

School.
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of mental deficiency. Upon administrative groimds there are strong argu-

ments for instructing in special classes or schools those who are extremely-

backward educationally. But upon both social and jisychological gromids

there is little to be said for designating as "mentally deficient " those whose

defect is chiefly educational. This is rendered still less advisable by the

standpoint taken in the Mental Deficiency Act, 1913. According to its de-

finition, before adults can bo deemed defective, there niust exist, " from birth

or from an early age," a defectiveness, presvmiably " permanent," and at least

"so pronoimced that they raquire care, supervision, and control, for their

own protection or for that of others." Here the meaning assigned to the

term is in rough agreement with that implied in psychological discussions.

In psychology, it appears to connote an inborn deficiency of general intelli-

gence, due, it is believed, to a general low development of the newest cell-

layers of the brain. Often it also includes cases of acquired instability of mental

behaviour, due, it is maintained, to early degeneration of the newer and newest

cell -layers, whose general durability has been insufficient to resist the organic

or functional strain imposed upon them. Educational deficiency, on the

other hand, is attributable to a variety of alternative causes. Wiiere inborn,

it is probably due to a defect far more limited in character ; and is quite com-

patible, though seldom actually associated, with a general intelligence that is

completely normal. Where aeciuired, it may result from inadequate or

excessive mental stimuTation ; orj more commonly, from some fofm of physical

deficiency—the brain (in popular language) may have been ill-nourished,

particularly perhaps during infancy ; or it may have been poisoned, joerhaps

before birth, or later through some infectious illness ; or again its action may
be disorganised by inadequate or excessive secretions povued into the blood-

streana by inefficient glands.^

The causes of " deficiency," and in particular the relations between

physical, psychological, and educational deficiency, thus form an urgent field

for research. " Mental deficiency " in the strict technical sense is clearly

but one of the many possible reasons why a child has ultimately been admitted

to a special (M.D.) school. ^

The Problem of the Upper Limit of Educational Deficiency.

For simplicity, then, we may assume that special school cases are selected

primarily because "incapable of receiving proper benefit from the instruction in

the ordinarjr public elementary schools." We have now to determine what line

can be drawn between capability and incapability. Are the incajiable sharply

separated from the capable, or do the two groups merge and overlap ? Where

does the line at present appear to be drawn ? Where should it be drawn so

as to fill the existing accommodation with a miniminn of overlaj) ? What
proportion of incapables, if any, will then be left in the ordinary schools ?

These problems can be solved only by a comparative survey of ordinary

school children ii]Don the same lines as the children in special (M.D.) schools.

(^) An interesting li^ht is thrown upon these distinctions by investigations into the early

development of special school children. Where educational deficiency is associated with sub-

normal intelligence, and both appear either inborn or early acquired, there the child is commonly
found to have been backward in beginning to walli and talk and in learning habits of cleanliness.

In a group of about 50 such cases, the average age of learning to walk was 1-93 years, to talk

2-36 years ; for normals, the ages were 1-09 and 1-25 respectively. Thus, the defective group was
backward by nearly half their age,—the backwardness being greatest in the case of talking. In
other kinds of special school cases, the backwardness is by no means so marked ; commo^iily, the

child is said to have commenced to walk and talk " about the same age as other children. Here,

it is interesting to note, the effects of special school treatment appear to have been much more
successful

('-) C/. Elementary Education (Defective and Epileptic Children) Act, 1899. It may be

noted that the definition given in this Act doe^ not apparently require the mental defect either

to be permanent or to have existed from birth or from an early ago.
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MEMORANDUM II.

DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL ABILITY AMONG CHILDREN IN

ORDINARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Objects of Survey of Normals.

To complete any study of educational deficiency in special schools,

it becomes essential, as we have seen, to make a comparative survey of

children prosiunably normal. Only by comparison with "normals" can we
state what characteristics differentiate the backward or deficient. Only
after a review of the joint population can we estmiate the numbers thus

differentiated and so requiring accommodation in special classes or in special

schools. The problems to be investigated in the ordinary schools are three.

First, what educational level is nonnally attained by children at each age ?

Secondly, to what extent do children normally vary above and below that

average ? Thirdly, what are the limits beyond which extreme variations must

be judged abnormal ?

Data.

All the children upon the roll of the ordinary elementary schools of the

borovigh selected have been classified in the same terms as the special school

children. The estimates have been obtained by an " extensive " survey,

checked by a system of " intensive " observations and tests,

" Extensive " Survey based on Distribution by Age and Class.

Owing to the large nmnbers involved, it proved impossible, and indeed

UJinecessary, to make a separate estimate for each individual child.

Preliminary experiments suggested that the actual classes in which children

are working may be taken as an approximate index of their educational

ability, once the composition of the classes,—their level and their

heterogeneity,—are ascertained. Accordingly, returns were obtained, either

direct from the school or from the annual age -and -standard schedule, showing

the number of children at each age working in the several classes. An
estimate of the general level of each class, expressed in terms of the

grade -and -standard scale, was furnished by the head-teachers. Hetero-

geneous classes

—

i.e., those including several standards—and intermediate

classes

—

i.e., those falling between two successive standards—were noted as

such ; and the children were divided in appropriate proportions among the

several standards over which they ranged or between which they fell. The

results were then tabulated anew as an age -and -ability schedule for each

department and school.
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"Intensive" Controls in Selected Schools.

Two methods of checking the results were employed :—

•

(1.) At certain schools, lists were obtained of all children above

or below the level of their class in one or more subjects by one or

more years. Many older children, who were especially backward,

were found to be working in classes somewhat above their educa-

tional level : and many yoimger children, who were especially

advanced, to be worldng in a class somewhat below.

(2.) At certain schools, chosen as lying near the middle or either

extreme of the scale of educational efficiency, scholastic tests (for

Composition, Arithmetic, Reading, Dictation and Drawing) were

applied either throughout or to representative individvials. The

standard of assessment was thus kept more nearly comparable in

the more exceptional schools. At the same time, it was fovmd that

within a given class attaimnents often varied still more widely than

the teachers themselves were aware.

The variations thvis revealed prove in the long run fairly regular. Where

adjacent classes overlap, the variations largely neutralise each other. At

the ends of the scale, where there is no class to overlap, the proportions falling

outside the conventional limits can be calculated with but a small margin

of error. Throughout the investigation, however, the original estimates have

been modified as little as possible. Inexactitude involved in the " extensive
"

svu'vey seems best reserved for separate consideration in the light of the

" intensive " studies by experimental tests. In a later memorandvmi, there-

fore, I shall consider the amovmt of heterogeneity and overlapping exliibited

in school classes.^ With the treatment here adopted, the true averages through-

out probably emerge with little or no distortion : but the variation about the

average is doubtless left somewhat reduced.

Age-and-Ability Tables.

The figiu-es have been analysed separately for Boys' and Girls' depart-

ments in Council and Non-provided schools. The data are given in Tables

VII. and VIII. The totals for all ordinary elementary schools within the

borough (central schools included) are given in Table IX. The table may
be regarded as a vast age-and -standard schedule for the whole borough, except

that the standards now indicate estmiated ability rather than actual class

organisation. Where ambiguity is like to arise, the measurements might

be described as referring to the children's " educational grade " rather than

their " standard " or their " class." Throughout, both age and ability refer

to the age and level reached on the date on which this part of the investigation

was commenced, namely, 31st January, 1915.

Distribution of Age in the Various Classes.

In studying a given class teachers occasionally make an analysis of the

muiiber of children of each age. A child is then considered backward because

his age is too high for his class. In studying a whole school or district it is

more profitable to invert this procedure. I shall, therefore, rather take the

children by age-groups, and analyse graphically the number of children in the

several classes who are all of the same age. The former question—the dis-

tribution of age among children of the same ability or class—I shall take up

later in discussing heterogeneity and overlap.^

(^) See Memorandum III., pp. 66, 72. (') See Memorandum III., pp. 69-72, and
Appendix II., pp. 89-93.

b2
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TABLE VII.— ORDINARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

A.—Council Schools (including Central Schools).

Table showing numbers of children at each age attaining the grade or standard indicated.
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TABLE VIII.—ORDINARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

B.—Non-Provided Schools.

Table showing numbers of children at each age attaining the grade or standard indicated.
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TABLE IX.—ORDINARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

C—Total for all Schools.

Table showing numbers of children at each age attaining the grade or standard indicated.
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scalo here foniis rigid zoro-point : grade i. has been taken as the lowest class

provided for the youngest or weakest children. A slight asymmetry in ages

seven and eight is attributable to a similar cause : standard I. tends to act

as a lower limit in assessing younger children in senior departments. But
the appearance of those increased numbers is not entirely an artificial

consequence of the classification iipon which the estimates were based. The
assignment of children to a certain class within the school organisation tends

actually to assimilate their abilities into conformity with the prevalent type.

The conflicting asymmetry, then, at earlier and later ages, is by no means
an inJieront characteristic of the distribution of ability itself. It is due to

tl'.e limits of the material and the scale. In the middle age-groujjs it vanishes.

And here only do the individuals available provide a fair and unclipj)ed sample :

here only is the scale of classes sufficiently extensive to differentiate uniformly

both among the abler and among the worse. For ages nine to eleven, ages

in the middle of the school series, the frequency distributions approximate

to an luamistakable type. The middle grade of ability has the highest

frequency : adjacent grades on either side are nearly but not quite as common :

extreme grades are comparatively rare : and there are about as many in the

several grades above the middle as in the corresponding grades below, Fiu-ther

inspection suggests that, in these age-groups, the distribution ax>T>roximates to

the " normal curve of error.''' Such a distribution will arise when the variable

measured is, like so many biological characteristics, the resiiltant of a large

number of factors, operating in relative independence,—in a word of "chance."

This approximation needs to be verified by exacter measurements and
statistical tests worked out for all age-grovips.^ Were it confirmed, conse-

quences of practical importance would ensue. When dealing with large

niunbers, it would be possible to predict the probable number of children,

falling within or beyond specified hmits of ability, with the same accuracy

as we can foretell the ultimate proportion of " heatls " in tossing coins, or the

scattering of shots fired from a gim. This ]:)ower of prediction in turn would
entail corollaries for several administrative purposes—for the provision of

classes for the backward, of schools and scholarshiyjs for the advanced, for the

construction of schemes of marking, and for the selection of entrants for ex-

aminations, and for the internal organisation of the ordinary elementaiy school.

Correlation of Age and Class.

Chikh'en's educational attainments increase progressively with inci'easing

age. It wovdd, therefore, be of practical utility if we coukl compress the

relation between age and class within a single formvila, quantitative and precise.

A plain relation is suggested by the frequencies in Table IX. The highest

figm-es rim obliquely from corner to corner like a diagonal of black sq\iares

across a chess board. The largest nvmiber in each successive age -group is

to bo fomid xmder each successive standard. The largest nxunber in each

successive standard is to be foiuid against each successive year. The sole

exceptions are found in age three, for whom no grade is utilised, and in ages

14 and 15, small and selected groups, outniuTibered in their standards by the

preceding year. This one -one correspondence between age and class doubt-

less has originated in annual schemes of promotion and work. It suggests

a simple formula for obtaining the age equivalent to a given class, or vice versa.

Age may he found approximately by adding 6 to the class, if in standards, or 3

if in grades. Class may be found approximately in standards by subtracting G

frotn the age. ((.'f. columns 1 and 5 of Table X.)

(^) In age 10 such slight divergencies from an ideal normal distribution as actually occur
might he expected in about 9 samples out of 10 (x- = 2'3 ; P= '94). But the data are too coarse
to apply the usual criteria with any thoroughness.
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TABLE X.—ORDINARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Correspondence of Class and Age.

Table showing approximate correspondence of successive age-groups witli successive classes,

together with the average grade for each age, and the average age for each class, with
their respective standard deviations.

Age.
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characteristic of tlio normal child at each ago ? \\liat unit is to be employed
in measuring deviations fr(>m this normal level ?

To each question two answers may be made : a simjile and a subtle.

(1) For simplicity, the normal child may be assimied to advance to each suc-

ceeding class with each succeeding year ; and back\\ ardness nay l^e measured
as a delay of so numy years—the difference bet^^'een the class that should have
been reached and the class that is actually attained. (2) For statistical pre-

cision, the exact average reached at every age may be computed, if necessary,

in fractions of a class ; and retardation may be measured from this average

as so many times the standard deviation. Somewhat different results are

given by the two methods thus available.

A.—PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS.

SCHOOL YEAR AS UNIT: INTACT CLASS AS NORM.

Definition of Normal Progress.

In the preliminary analysis, the classes will be left throughout as unbroken

wholes. To be designated strictly normal a child will be reqviired to enter

standard I. at the age of seven, to advance annually to a new class, and
eventually to reach standard VII. in his last school year. A child, therefore,

of thirteen whose ability corresponds only to that of standard IV. will be

termed backward by three years, since standard IV. should be reached at the

age of ten. Throughout the description it must be remembered that class

or grade or standard means a particular degree of mental capacity, not a teach-

ing unit in a school organisation. Nevertheless, educational developnient

year by year is thus made the analogue of school promotion class by class ;

and the tabulation thus remains in immediate relation with the practical

classification adopted in the scliools.

Definition of Backwardness and Deficiency.

This procedure has been familiarised by Binet and Simon, who have also

suggested criteria for the degrees of retardation that may be considered grave.

^

As finally revised, their definition is as follows {Mentally Defective Children,

^^^i^) '• "The retardation which determines a child as defective is two

years xmder nine, and three years wlien he is past his ninth birth-

day "
(p. 41). " A feeble-minded child is one who can commimicate

wdth his kind by speech or writing, but who shows a retardation of

two or three years (according to the rules already indicated), in his

school studies, this retardation not being due to insufficient or

irregular attendance " (p. 78).

It will be observed that this definition, like the statutory definitions of

the Acts of 1899 and 1913 so far as they refer to children, treats feeble-

mindedness as characterised primarily by inability to profit by the instruction

in the ordinary school.

Table of Retardation and Advancement.

Without further modification, therefore, the figiu:es in the ago-and-ability

table (Table IX.) have been rearranged according to this plan—the plan

adopted in the retardation-table for "defectives" (Table V.). The rear-

rangement is shown in Table XI. It gives the niuiiber of children in each

class below or above the class they should be in, by one, two, three or more

school years, or by none.

(^) See also Memorandum I., pp. 11, 14.
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TABLE XL—ORDINARY

Distribution of Backwardness and

Table showing number of children at each age below, at, or above the "modal"

{Figures in brackets
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.EMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Ivancement in Educational Ability.

prevalent class for their age by the number of years indicated,

ve percentages.)

• Advancement.
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Apparent Prevalence of Backwardness.

In this table the last two lines, giving totals and percentages, yield

a striking smnmary of the distribution of backwardness and advancement
among the children of the borough. Figure 4 shows the frequencies diagram-
matically.

Of the children over nine and under fifteen, attending the ordinary schools

of the borough, nearly seven hundred appear backward by three years or more :

to be precise, 692, or about 4-2 per cent. These nimibcrs would more than
re-fill all the special (M.D.) schools of the borough notwithstanding that their

acconamodation is in proportion nearly twice as great as that of other boroughs
(626 for 1915-16), and, of course, also contemplates children under nine and
over fourteen.

If we extend the lower ago limit from nine to five, and if we further include

those backward by two years, the apparent number rises to nearly three

thousand, or about one -tenth of all between five and fifteen : the exact figures

are 2,907 individuals, or 9-53 per cent. In addition, 25'6 per cent., or more
than a quarter, appear a year behind their actual age. Barely one-half, 46'4

per cent., are assigned to a grade or standard assumed as normal for their age.

Sex-Differences.

In Tables XII. and XIII. the percentages of children, classed below, at

or above their ago, are shown separately for the Boys' and Girls' departments
and for Covincil and Non-provided schools. Owing to their small and irregular

numbers, children under eight and over fou.rtoen are not inckided.

TABLE XII.—ORDINARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Distribution of Educational Ability in Boys' and Girls' Departments in Council

and Non-provided Schools.^

Percentages of children {aged 8— to 13—) in classes below, level with, or above those

corresponding with their age.
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TABLE XIII.—ORDINARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Distribution of Educational Ability in Council and Non-provided Schools and in

Boys' and Girls' Departments.^

Percentages of children {aged 8—• to 13—) in classes below, level with, or above those

corresponding with their age.
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Distribution "Sliewed" by Choice of Norm.

The asymmetry, uncritically accepted, would lend colour to a contention
familiar in individual psychology, namely, that lumian ability is distributed

unequally—inferior variations being greater and commoner than superior. The
backward children appear to be nearly twice as numerous as the advanced.
Below the class assigned to their age, there are, in all, over ten thousand children

(10,758) ; above there are barely six thousand (5,888).

The disproportion may be explained apart from psychological hypothesis.

The data are imperfect : the analysis too coarse.

As we have seen, the brighter children of the higher ages are but partially

represented. This is again evident in the body of Table XI. In the pyramid of

figures, near the bottom right-hand corner, a largo gap has been excised.

This initial asymmetry is enhanced by the simple classification used. We
have worked by entu'e standards, taking each successive standard as correspond-

ing to each successive age. In classifying each age -group, a central or zero class

has been chosen whose mid -value is higher than the exact arithniotic mean. For
exatnple, more children aged 13-appear in standard VII. than in any other class.

Hence, we have taken standard VII. as the nonual level for thirteen, the highest

class for the oldest age ; and have designated all in standard VI. or below as

backward. But ability does not develop in sudden and complete instalments.

Like the line of time, clipped conventionally into discrete years, it really forms a

continuous scale. Our units or " classes " may, thei-efore, be regarded as divisible

at any point into fractions. With this treatment the exact average or mean no
longer coincides with the class chosen as a whole to represent the prevalent level

or " mode." It falls below. The mean level for age thirteen now proves to beat
St. 6"78, i.e., near the top of that section of ability described as standard VI. For
purposes of organization, perhaps, all the thirteens estimated as of standard VI.

ability may roughly be described as a year behind their class ; but for pui^poses

of psychological measurement the undivided year appreciably exaggerates the

amount of their retardation.^

Accordingly, before accepting the final distribution as markedly asym-
metrical, we must re-classify oiu- data about a more exactly calculated norm.

Distribution "Pealced" by Choice of Unit.

The distribution of the retardation-table differs from the normal in being not

only skewed, but also peaked. This can be seen by comparing the contour shown
in Figure 4 with that of the normal distribvition shown in Figure 7. The central

column is stacked up like a factory chimney among the adjacent blocks, instead

of merely rounding off the summit of a chance-thrown heap. Not only are the

numbers unequally distributed on either side of the middle class, but in the

middle class itself the numbers are far too high. Such a distribution is obtained

by mixing two or more groups scattered differently about their average. Ages
three and four, where few fall outside the normal classes, have been superposed
upon ages twelve and thirteen, whore the individuals vary up and down the

entire school scale. This generates a distribution shaped like an inverted " T."

The addition of the other ages fill up the angles between the three limbs, but not

completely.

If we allow for the gaps left by the absent brighter children of older aga, the

range of variation will be seen steadily to increase from age to age. It is this

which produces the pyramidal arrangement of Table XI. As with the "defectives,"

the divergence of a single year appears to signify far less at the higher ages than
at the lower. Hence, any comparable measure of backwardness or advancement
must not be couched in terms of actual years ; with increasing age the figure

obtained in years must be progressively reduced ; and the amount of reduction

will depend inversely upon the average range of variation in each successive age-

group.
Accordingly, before our data are reclassified, we must find for each age,

not only a more exact central value, but also a tmit of scale more nearly uniform .

(M In a group that is slightly skewed, the choice of the " mode " as " norm " necessarily
enhances the apparent asymmetry, that of the " mean " reduces it, that of the " median "

would, by definition, abolish it altogether.
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The Standard Deviation, and its Correlation with Age.

The extent to which children of a given age vary up and down the

scholastic scale may be measured in several ways. The sunplest would be

to take the individual deviations above or below the average for the group,

ignore the direction of th9 deviation or " sign," and calculate their arithmetic

mean. For statistical purposes, it is better first to square the deviations,

and then to take the squax'e root of their mean. Tliis more elaborate calculation

automatically eliminates the difference of " sign," and gives greater weight to

extreme deviations. The measure thus obtained for scatter, dispersion, varia-

bility, or spread, within each group, is its Root -Mean-Square (or " Standard ")

Deviation.

The standard deviations for the several ages and grades are given in

Table X. Except where the age-groups are small in nmuber or selected in kind,

the increase with age is fairly regular. This tendency is illustrated in Figure 5.

A close inspection of the points there plotted suggests that the standard devia-

tion increases at a rate which is slightly more rapid in the earlier years,—from ago

7, and perhaps before, as far as age 10,—and at a gradually decreasing rate

thereafter. Bu*, for practical puiposes, age and variability may be taken as

directly proportional. If we assiune that the standard deviation is one-tenth

of the age last birthday, we obtain for the diagram a straight line, which, between
the ages of four and thirteen, fits the observed results sufficiently well. Within

the limits of the standaixl deviation, measured on both sides of the mean level,

68'3 per cent, of the whole group will be included. Thus, about two-thirds of

the g-'oup aged ten will lie between the average level of the nines and the average

level of the elevens. One -sixth will lie below, one -sixth above. In this sense,

therefore, we may say that, in educational ability normal children tend to vary

above and below the average level for their age as follows :
—

•

at the age of 10, by at least 1 year,

at the age of 5, by just '5 (half) of a year,

at the age of 15, in all probability, by nearly 1*5 {one arul a half) years,

and throughout, by about one-tenth of their age.

Comparison of Physical and Mental Variability.

For confinuo.tion it would be most suggestive to compare figiu-es for

physical variability. Unfortunately reports are usually content with averages.

Seldom do they provide measures of the range of deviation. In an appendix,

therefore, I have given rough figiu-es for height and weight (Tables XXX. and
XXXI.). It will be seen that standard deviations steadily increase with in-

creasing age ; even when reduced to a percentage of the age-average, variability

tends slightly to increase. Here, therefore, we api^ear to have a general law.

IMeasured by the absolute imits of the original measvuements, the differences

between individuals tend to groiv larger as the individuals themselves grow older.

There is a practical corollary. The increased differentiation nuxnifested at higher ages

demands a corresponding increase of differentiation in the education then provided.

For height, as for educational ability, the standard deviation about the

middle of the school career is roughly equal to the annual increment—perhaps

a little over. For weight it is equivalent to an increase of about IJ years. So

far as these limited measurements go, educational variability appears to be of

much the same order as j)hysical variability. Now there is reason to believe that

in higher mental capacities individuals differ far more than in height or weight.

In tests of intelligence consecutive age-groups overlap considerably. The
standard deviation is about H mental \ears. We may, therefore, svu-mise that

education makes too much for uniformity. It may force up the backward.

But it fails to push on the brightest to the utmost of their potentialities. Further

enquiry, however, is needed to establish this conjecture.
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MEAN AS NORM;

B.—RE=ANALYSIS.
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH AGE AS UNIT.

Re-calculation of Frequencies for Total Retardation and Advancement.

We have now an equivalent unit in terms of which advancement, back-

wardness and deficiency may comparably be measni'ed at different ages. Tliis

unit must bo substituted for the "mental year" or intact "class" before

calculating the total figures for the new retardation-tables.

Upon this basis, all the school -children, both " normal " and " defective,"

have been reclassified. Children over eight and under fourteen alone have
been retained. Below and above this range, as we have seen, the age-groups

are somewhat selected, and the estimates somewhat distorted. For each age-

group the original distribution has been smoothed. The scale has been

redivided, with the fractional mean of the age-group as zero, and the standard

deviation of tlie ago -group as xmit. The original classes have been split by
the limits thus inteq^osed ; the frequencies have been apportioned anew among
the sections into which ability has been thus marked off ; and by reference

to the original estimates and the results of the experimental tests, the redistri-

bxition has been checked. The ultimate results are shown in Table XIV.
A similar redistribution for the children of the special (M.D.) schools is given

in Table XV.

TABLE XIV.—ORDINARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

(Ages 8- to 13- only.)

Distribution of Educational Ability with Standard Deviation as

Unit of Classification.

Table showing number of children at each age deviating from the average for their age

by 0, h 2, or more times the Standard Deviation of the whole age-group. {Note.—

•

Standard Deviation of any age-group when measured in terms of mental years

approximately equals one-tenth of the age.)
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TABLE XV.—SPECIAL (M.D.) SCHOOLS.

(Ages 8- to 13- only.)

Distribution of Educational Ability with Standard Deviation as

Unit of Classification.

Table showing number of defectives at each age deviating from the average level of
normals of corresponding age by 0, 1 , 2, or more times the Standard deviation of the

"normal" age-group. (Note.—Standard deviation of any age-group when measured
in terms of mental years approximately equals one-tenth of the age.)
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This diagram, then, yields perhaps the best pictiire of the distribution

of educational ability among oi'dinary and defective children within a single

borough.

Final Form of Distribution.

Thus readjusted, the distribution approximates more closely to the
" normal curve." The similarity can be seen by comparing the observed
totals given in Table XIV. with the numbers beneatli, calculated upon the

hypothesis of normal distribution.^ The form of distribution is less skew and
very much flatter than before. From 2 S.D. onwards, the higher groups still

contain rather fewer, the lower rather more, than we might expect by chance.

But the central section, S.D., contains appreciably less ; the peak has gone.

Some asymmetry, due to the original data, necessarily remains, and the com-
bination of slightly asymmetrical groups would naturally yield a flatter final

form. Apart from these disturbances, attributable chiefly, it would seem,

to observational error, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that,

like physical stature and many other anthropological features, but unlike

wealth or land, educational ability is normally or nearly normally distributed

among the population.^ The practical unportance of this has already been
remarked in discussing the apparent normality of the central age-groups (p. 23).

A precise test, however, for normality is precluded by the coarse grouping of

ovir initial estimates ; their whole range covered only a dozen grades and
standards. Nor can we prove the intervals between the grades and standards

to be strictly equal throughout or the scale imiform, as we have assumed. Final

verification, therefore, mvist await the results of minuter modes of measvu'ement.

Comparison of "Normals" and "Defectives."

Between the " normals " and the " defectives " there is a distinct overlap.

The overlap appears far smaller in educational ability than in general intelli-

gence.* Yet the one group still merges continuously into the other. There

is no gap.

The apparent amount of overlap is affected by at least two causes. First,

the proportion of defectives to normals is unusually large. In a diagram
given by the Medical Officer, showing the geographical distribution of mentally

defective children througliout London,* the maximimi proportion of "defectives "

is found in the northern area of the borough here studied, together with two
or three smaller and exceptional districts. For the ages with which we are

working, the percentage in the borough surveyed is nearly twice (1-73 times)

as large as the average for the other boroughs. But the special schools of the

borough are not i-ecruited solely within the borough boundaries. If we assim:ie

that the percentage of defectives is the same as for all London—namely, within

these ages, 1-45 per cent.—then the total population from which they have
been selected must nmnber not 19,645 but 33,493. If we suppose this popula-

tion to have the same variability as the ordinary school children here surveyed,

(^) On attempting: to test " goodness of fit " in tlie nsual manner, x- proves to be 43'1,
which for 9 groups gives P = "000,003, i.e., the observed distribution miglit be expected once in
300,000 trials, if tlie sample were taken from a population strictly governed by the law of the
" normal " ciu've. But with the large sample, rough estimates, and coarse grouping here
employed the criterion is hardly applicable.

(-) In a preliminary uon-technieal account it seems more important to emphasise the
approximation to normality. In a more tecliiiical discussion emphasis would lu'rhaiis be thrown
rather upon the fact that this approximal ion was by no iiieans perfect. Reasons nuLrht be adduced
for expecting that, in fact, the distribulion of ability is probably not quite normal—especially
among growing children, and the lower or backward tail is probably the longer. In any case, it

should be remembered that the " normal " curve is but one abstract form of an infinite series
of curves. It provides a convenient generalisation for further deductions. But there is no grand
a priori reason why we sliould expect our data precisely to conform with it.

(^) Compare Report by the Councir.s Psj/chologist, February, 1915, Diagram, p. 5.

(*) Annual Report of the Council, 1913, vol. III., Public Health, p. 216, Diagram K.
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and to be distributed "normally," then, instead of only 1,441 "normals"
below -1-5 S.D., we shoiild have 2,302 (the theoretical frequencies for such a

nonnal tail are given in Table XV. )• But in the classes beyond -3 S.D. the

higli number of defectives could not possibly be obtained on these assumptions.

Among these, therefore, we may surmise that a number of truly abnormal or

pathological cases are intermixed. The variability, however, of the ordinary

children is luidoubtedly too small. Many of the brightest children we have
seen are not included. Many of the backward are probably displaced too

near to tho average for their ago. Hence, the statistical evidence for the

existence of a distinct species of pathological " defectives," unobtainable by
normal variation of a vast normal group, and distinguishable from extreme

cases of mere backwardness, remains inconchisive. The experimental study

of individual children nevertheless corroborates such a hypothesis.

Apparent Line of Demarcation between the Ordinary and Defective Ctiild.

The distribution of the " defectives " is not symmetrical, but declines

more rapidly \ipon the higher side of their average between -4 and -2 S.D.

If, however, in selecting children as " defectives," we were sharply cutting off

the tail-end of a normal distribution, we should expect the fall towards the

line of cleavage to be even more abrupt than it is.

The general line between normals and defectives seems to have been drawn
by those who nominate or admit candidates for special (M.D.) schools within

this borough at abovit —3 S.D. That is to say, a child who is retarded by more
than three-tenths of his age is regarded as qualified for a special school. In this

region overlapping is greatest. Between -25 S.D. and -3*5 S.D. fall 137

normals and 93 defectives.

An attempt is in progress to follow up the various individuals detected

as the sovirce of this overlapping. The nine children in ordinary schools who
are backward by four- or five-tenths of their age, might well have been admitted
at an earlier age to a special school. The nine defectives who eure backward
by only one- or two-tenths of their age might well be retvu-ned to the ordinary

schools, except where admitted for moral rather than for educational or

intellectual defect. The mixed group who are backward by 25 to 35 per cent,

of their age are border-line cases, some of whom have been sent to special

schools, and the rest left in ordinary schools, in virtue of the variovis ways
in which their condition was interpreted or overlooked.

It is satisfactory to find that, in the borough tinder review, the line of

division fluctuates for the most part within a single year, especially when it

is remembered that educational deficiency is not the sole criterion. This

reduction has partly been achieved diu-ing the past eighteen months. (Com-
pare my earlier Reports to the Special Schools Sub-Committee on these same
schools.) Over London, generally, however, standards still waver enormoiisly

from one school to another.

Line of Demarcation between the Backward and the Unretarded.

The lower limit for tho backward child in the ordinary school may be
assumed to coincide with the line of demarcation for defectives—namely,
about —3 S.D. The upper limit must be a more arbitrary affaii". On either

side of the three middle columns of Figure 6, that is, beyond -f or -1-5 S.D.,

the freqiiencies suddenly drop. In the middle of the school career, at tho

ages of nine to twelve, these limits correspond to a range of about three school-

years. Within them fall nearly seven-eighths (86-6 per cent.) of a " normally "

distributed age -group. Below will fall but little more than one -sixteenth ;

or, allowing for asymmetry and over-rating, perhaps one-tenth. The usual

c2
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organisation of the ordinary school may well be expected to cater for the central

seven-eighths. A range of three consecutive classes will, as a rule, include

them. The lower tenth, however, will be associating with children very

tmequal in physical and moral development, for with the oldest children a

deviation of - 2 S.D. will mean a backwardness of nearly three years. Here,

then, at -1-5 S.D. we may conveniently fix the upper limit for backward children

needing accommodation in a special class. Accordingly, by " backward " 7nay

be understood children who, though not defective, are yet unable, about the middle

of their school career, to do the work even of a class below their age ; or, more pre-

cisely, children who are retarded by 15 to 30 per cent, of their age, and, therefore,

deviate below the normal by about twice the average {or " standard ") deviation of

individuals of the same age-group.

To the - 2 S.D. section 1,295 ordinary children are assigned : these are

backward by two -tenths of their age. If we include the section boloM^ the

figure rises^ nearly fifteen hiuidred. This constitutes a much smaller estimate

tlian that obtained from the preliminary analysis. The alteration is dvie

to the enlargement of the imit of measurement, and the lowering of the average

level, chiefly affecting the older years. The new figure is doubtless an under-

estimate. First, the brightest children over ten have not been included in

calculating the average, having left for higher schools. Hence, the averages

for older ages are too low. Secondly, older children who are backward, have
been assigned to classes nearer to the average level than their ability alone

would warrant. Allowance for this in teachers' estimates has been made
with caution ; but its influence must still remain. Finally, for older children

the actual munber of years or classes by which they are retarded should perhaps

have greater weight in school organisation than the reduced psychological

measure of their mental deviation. A backwardness of four years at fovirteen

has been treated theoretically as no graver than a backwardness of two years at

seven. But it is far more serious to place the child of fourteen in standard IV.

side by side with children of ten or even eight and seven, than to associate a

backward child of seven with children only five.

On ftu"ther investigation as to how many of those omitted by the re -analysis

should be added in view of these considerations, the estimate rises to 2,018.

In round numbers, then, over two thousand children in this borough—at the very

least, 10 per cent, of the senior school population—are definitely backward.

The returns of school medical officers in various parts of the country often

include estimates as to incidence of backwardness. In those available, the

percentages in towns alone range from 0-8 at Leeds to 14-6 at Sunderland.

But such discrepant figiu-es can have little value. It is evident that at present

there is no generally recognised standard of backwardness.

Causes of Backwardness (Tentative Suggestions only),

It is interesting to enquire why the most backward of all have escaped

recommendation for special instruction. A generous explanation is that

their educational backwardness has been assigned to extraneous causes, such

as ii'regular attendance, rather than to defective intelligence. Most
frequently the causes have never been analysed : and when analysed, the

weight assigned to theiu depends purely upon imverified generalization and
personal views. In following up the various individuals an attempt is being

made to trace the chief factors to which backwardness may be assigned. So

far as it has advanced, the investigation does not show any constant differ-

ences in conditions bafcween the more backward children in the oi'dinary schools
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and the least back\\ard cases in tho schools for the mentally defective. The
chief result that hitherto has emerged is that backwardness is a higlily complex

condition, attributable to a variety, and usually to a plurality, of converging causes.

The following is a very rough classification of the chief factors hitherto revealed.

Figiu'os ai"e given to indicate the percentage of cases \\'hich has been
attributed primarily or predominantly to each factor. The nxunbers, however,

are based upon the investigation of but a very small sample (523), No allowance

is made for the multiplicity of causes usually discoverable iii each case. No
attempt is made to estimate the relative frequencies of the niunerous con-

tributory or subordinate factors, commonly associated with those reputed

to be the prunary cause.

CAUSES OF EDUCATIONAL BACKWARDNESS.

A.— Extraneous or Non-mental Factors: (the backwardness being

secondary or acquired) : .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

• . 39 per cent.

1. Irregular Attendance (late admission, freqtient absence,

or prolonged absence) : (a) due to ill-health, ex-

clusion for tm.cleanliness, infectious ailments, etc. . . 5 per cent.

2. Irregular Attendance (&) due to negligence, migration,

etc. .

.

, , .

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 6 per cent.

3. Inefficient Teaching in earlier years : discontinuity

between infants' and senior departments : change

of teaching methods with change of school . . 4 per cent.

4. General Physical Defect : (general constitutional debility ;

lowered vitality, due to malnutrition, loss of sleep,

excessive fatigue from out -of-school employment,-

—

all commonly associated with bad social circmn-

stances) .

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

. . . . 10 per cent.

5. Special Physical Defect : (o) tonsils, adenoids, etc. . . 3 per cent.

6. Special Physical Defect : (6) sensory,—deafness, bad
eyesight ; motor,—paralysis, incoordination, left-

handedness ; articulative,^—^retarded or imperfect

speech development . . . . . . . . . . 4 per cent.

7. Defect of Character (" laziness," " inattention,"

"disobedience," "temper," "lack of interest,"

" lack of will power," etc.,—visually due both to

inborn instability and to subsequent life-history,

but in varying proportions) : (a) chiefly traceable

to repressed emotional experiences {e.g., to fright,

resentment against imintentional or fancied injustice

from parent or from teacher) . . . . . . 7 per cent.

B.—Intrinsic or Mental Factors: (the backwardness being apparently

primary or innate): •• •• •• •• •• •• 61 per cent.

[not including B. 2,]

1. Weak General Ability, i.e., inferiority apparently inborn,

of all-round mental efficiency, often hereditary, but

"S not sufficiently pronoimced to be denominated
*' mental deficiency "

,

.

,.11 p<?r cent.
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2. Weak Specific Ability (inferiority, apparently inborn,

of particular mental functions :
" memory,"

" attention," " observation," " judgment,"
"reasoning," "motor co-ordination," hitherto

observed only in conjunction with other factors

(A, 4 ; B 1, 3-7) acting either as cause or effect) . . [22 per cent.]

3. Weak General Educational Ability {i.e., inferiority, ap-

parently inborn, affecting efficiency in several school

siibjects, often hereditary, but unassociated with

marked weakness of general intelligence, and often

compensated by non-scholastic ability and interests) 15 per cent.

^ 4. Specific Educational Defect {i.e., inferiority apparently

„y. /
inborn, affecting one group of allied subjects only,

often compensated by interest or aptitude in other

special directions) : (a) chiefly affecting power to

manipulate verbal symbols (reading, spelling or

dictation) . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 per cent.

Specific Educational Defect : (6) chiefly affecting power
to manipulate abstract ni-unerical symbols (nimiber,

arithmetic) . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 per cent.

6. Defect of Character : due chiefly to (6) inborn emotional

or moral instability, often hereditary . . . . 11 per cent.

/ 7. Intrinsic Irregularity of Mental Growth : (retarded de-

/ velopment, likely to be compensated later on, often

associated also with slow physical development, but

not clearly assignable to any extrinsic cause) . . 7 per cent.

Of the backwardness that is secondary or acquired, most should be pre-

ventable or remediable. Of the backwardness that is apparently primary

or inborn, some may be traceable with prolonged observation and analysis

to extraneous causes, and therefore be relegated to the first group. The re-

mainder, though hardly preventable without the indirect application of eugenic

principles, inay still prove remediable to a very large extent. The remedies

must be partly social, partly medical, and partly educational. With the

last alone are we here directly concerned.

Methods of dealing with Bacliwardness (Tentative Suggestions only).

The common characteristic of backward children is that their rate of educational

progress is much slower than that of the mass of the children in ordinary schoJls,—
about three-quarters of the normal rate. On an average a year behind at five,

two years behind at ten, nearly three years behind at fourteen, they pass through

only seven grades and standards while the ordinaiy child passes through ten.

The ideal arrangement, therefore, would be a series of classes parallel to the

customary series, where pronaotion was slower, or the increase of difficulty less.

Since backwardness affects scholastic and abstract work more than practical or

concrete, the ciirriculmn should include a large proportion of concrete and
manual work ; and the teaching methods should be similarly adapted. Every
appeal should be made to the nobler emotional susceptibilities—self-respect,

musical and artistic taste, craftsmanship, etc. Additional fresh air and rest

will be needed for classes in poor neighboiu'hood s : and many cases will need

stricter following-up into the homes to see that proper medical treatment is
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obtained, and neglect and evil influences as far as possible removed. The
classes should be small in nimiber, not only because these children need more
individual attention in their work, but also because each claos needs close

observation and encjuiry. Conditions should be systematically analysed ;

progress systematically tested ; and accurate records kept of both in terms

of objective facts rather than personal impressions. Above all, teachers

should learn more of tlie niethods of discovering, analysing and treating back-

ward cases ; and should be encoiu'agod to make and disseminate contributions

themselves. Too often when discovered the backward cliild is merely ignored,

or else j^assed on to another school or class where he is accepted, and his con-

dition has once more to be slowly rediscovered. The feeling that ha is not

A\anted, not understood, not like other children, in short, subnormal and a

nuisance, damages the child far more than the subnormality itself.

In certain districts, backwardness is unusually prevalent. They are

usually overcrowded areas with many schools near together. Here, provision

coTild best be made by collecting cases from several schools, and converting

either an empty special school, or one of the ordinaiy schools, into an inter-

mediate school recognised as provided for children of a lower grade.

In most canes, a parallel series of classes will be impracticable. Here a

single special class may be formed, recruited either from several neighbouring

schools, or from the department in which it is located. Such provision is

needed most urgently for older children ; and in svich cases it wUl be imwise

to mix the sexes. With younger children, backward cases may be more
profitably collected from all three departments, infants', boys', and girls'.

Such a school or class should not be advertised to its members as a school

or class for backward children. For examj^le, when level with standards III.

or IV. many teachers rightly prefer to designate it standard VIII. Both

teacher and children should feel it Is a privilege to work in such a school or

class.

In its various forms, the latter method, the organisation of a backward

class, has been successfully adopted by head teachers, either spontaneously

or in response to recommendation, in several schools of the borough here

reviewed. On being traced, a large proportion of the children in the -2 S.D.

section prove already to have been accommodated in such special classes.

When concluded, the study of the individual cases will probably yield evidence

for accommodating much of the remainder of this group, and possibly mxich of

the -3 S.D. group, in a similar way. Revised suggestions will be available

as to curriculum and methods.

Much, however, can be done without the institution of a special school

or class. Teachers may readily be brought to realise that the backward in-

dividual in their care is not an anomaly,—likely if discovered, to bring discredit

on the management of school or class ; but part of a recognised educational

problem, for which a definite treatment is already being devised. The classi-

fication of children might be improved in many schools and sub -classification

introduced in many classes. Apart from other considerations, a class will

always be more efficiently taught if it is fairly homogeneous. ^Vhere a largo

mixed group has unavoidably to be dealt with, the probable form in which ability

is distributed might well be observed. Teachers have scarcely rcahsed that

average children resemble each other fairly closely in their abilities, and fonn

the largest proportion of a random group. It is towards the upper and lower

extremities of the groui) that iiadi\adual differences are greatest, but here the
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numbers are few.^ In a class of sixty children, forty will probably work at

approximately the same pace. About ten will be able to work appreciably

faster, but at very different paces among themselves, and may well be left to

do so. Ten or a dozen will work more slowly and again at very different paces

among themselves. It is upon these that personal attention should be con-

centrated. Individual teaching need not be dissipated indiscriminately over

the whole of a large class, but should be reserved for those who need

it most.

Often cross-classification can be adopted. A child who is backward in

arithmetic need not necessarily be relegated to a lower class for every other

sxibject as well.^ Older children, too, who are backward in all educational

subjects are often normal in practical good sense. If placed among yoxmger

children, and still perhaps the dullards of their class, they may yet make
efficient prefects. A position of responsibility will often stimulate their self-

confidence and keep alive their self-respect ; and perhaps thus give impetus

to their educational work.

With backward children a particularly high return will accrvie from any

additional expenditure inciu-red. The efficiency of both ordinary and special

schools will in many ways be increased : and, indeed, a saving may actually

be effected in the latter.

Special provision for backward and borderline children is thus recommended

as an urgent educational reform. It is fmther needed in the interests of the

community as a whole. From the ranks of backward children are recruited

the majority of the most imdesirable members of society. " Mental defect,"

it has been said, " forms the largest single cause of delinquency." The state-

ment is based upon a recent psychological study of a thousand juvenile criminals

in America ; and has often been echoed in this coimtry. Bvxt it is probable that,

among the majority of delinquents, the mental inadequacy is neither of the

kind nor of the degree that in this country has been technically termed "de-

ficiency." They fall rather into the borderline group of cases. In early years

they come imder special notice primarily because they are educationally back-

ward. In addition, they may show troublesome moral, emotional or physical

peculiarities. These are probably the cause of their backwardness at school,

and will probably prove the cause of delinquency in later years. For the rest,

out of school they are fairly intelligent, often cimning in action and plausible

in speech. It is plainly undesirable to recommend them, as is now often done,

for admission to a school for mental defectives, on the groim.d that their " defect "

is, in popular if not legal language, a " mental " one. Both in school and

out of school they will be far in advance of the rest of the children in a special

(M.D.) school. Upon these they will impose their will and their ideas. From
these they will learn nothing bvit the half-unconscious simulation of a feebleness

of mind to cover their own misdeeds. Nothing but ill can accrue to either

party from such an association. Eventually, it will probably be necessary to

recognise a further group of children, the " unstable,'"—children whose tnental

insufficiency primarily effects not their intelligence or scholastic ability, but rather

their impulses, instincts, emotions, moods, and moral self-control, in a word, their

temperament or character. Since they usually become backward in class-work

as well, they can provisionally be dealt with under the category of " back-

wardness."

(^) For the most probable distribution of ability within a class or age-group, see Table
XVII., p. 49, and Table XXXII., pp. 90-1. In the following statement, I use the limits of +
and - 1 S.D. from the average, within which all 08-3 per cent, of the individuals of a normally-

distributed group. On studying the form of the normal curve of frequency (e.g., in Figure 7),

the reader will observe that the rate of dechne changes at + and - 1 S.D. The curve is convex
down to this point, and then becomes concave. At these points, then, the outer limits of " dense
medium " may be arbitrarily fixed.

C^) For further suggestions upon this point, see Memorandum III., pp. 73-74,
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CALCULATIONS FOR LONDON.

Method of Sampling.

It is possible from a fair, imbiasecl sample to estimate the character-

istics of a more comprehensive whole ; and even to calculate the margin for

error that must bo allo\Aed. Accordingly, the figures obtained in the present

survey may be made the basis of a calculation of the distribution of educa-
tional ability within the whole county of London. Were the sample exajnined
chosen absolutely at random, had every twentieth child, for example, been
selected by lot or alphabetically from the roll of every school, then the probable
error made in calculating the relative frequencies from the figures for the
several classes would range, from a very small fraction up to 0'7 per cent, for

nonnals and to 1*5 per cent, for defectives.

The children investigated, however, do not constitute an entirely random
sample. They are chosen all from one borough. Nevertheless, there is

reason to believe that in most essentials the borough is a representative one.

The accommodation for defectives is as we have seen imusually high. But
the ordinary elementary school population is probably but little below the
average le"\-el of intelligence that would be found in London schools as a whole.

For rough purposes, therefore, the above estimate of the margin of error may
be accejjted. Covild a complete census of educational ability be taken for the

whole of London, could an examination upon a uniform basis be organised

throughout the county, the figures might appreciably be modified. The
general range, the general variability, the proportion of moderate backwardness
and of moderate advancement, the overlapping with defectives—these would
doubtless be appreciably increased. But the chief result would be an estimate

of the special needs of special districts. The general characters of the dis-

tribution as a whole wovild probably remain but little affected.

The figiu*es, however, which I give are intended rather to illustrate the

possibility of basing estimates uj)on a method of sampling. I do not claim that

they are themselves any more than a fkst and probably very inacciu-ate ap-

proximation to the true nmnbers.

Calculated Distribution of Educational Ability for the Whole County

(Illustrative Estimates Only).

The figures for the rolls of all London schools, ordinary and special, are

not yet available for the current year. For provisional calculations, there-

for, I base my estimate upon reports for preceding years. Assuming the same
rate of increase as those exhibited in previous returns, I estimate that at the

time of my survey the number of children, over eight and mader fourteen, upon
the roll of all Ordinary Elementary Schools in London was 441,289 ; xipon the

roll of all special (M.D.) schools, and between the same age-limits, 6,504. The
combined group, therefore, numbers 447,793. Of these, about 1"45 per cent,

are certified to be " defective " and are actually accommodated in special

(M.D.) schools. Of the remainder, 7*3 per cent, upon the very lowest estimate,

nearly 35,000 indivdduals in all, are " backward " in the sense already defined.

It will be reiuembered that this is a conservative estimate. It makes no special

allowance for higher proportions in the poorest localities ; it makes but little

allowance for the muuerous cases of backwardness unrecognised by teachers
;

it permits older children to fall far behind their age before considering them as

definitely " backward "
; and, finally, it refers only to certain age-limits.

With fiu'ther allowances for these considerations, the total number of backward

may well rise to forty or fifty thousand children.
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To estimate the frequency of the various degrees of backwardness, the

number of defectives of each degree (-1 S.D., -2 S.D., etc.) must be raised

in the proper propoi-tion, and added to the estimated number of ordinary

school children backward in a corresponding degree. L°ift with the addition

only of defectives to its lower tail, the distribution would become once more
distiactly skew. The true distribution is, I suspect, a little skewed in this

direction. But we do not Itnow the degree of skewness. Hence, symmetry is

at once a safer and simpler assiunption. We may retain it by mcluding a

rough estimate for the older brighter children who escaped the origuial sirrvey,

for example, junior county scholars. To compensate, we may assume that

their numbers and distribution correspond with those of the defectives ; and
add appropriate frequencies to the upper sections of the distribution. This

makes the distribution approximately symmetrical, and yields a total of

454,297 as a very rough working estimate of the entire school population

for the County of London within the limits observed. To make the distri-

bution perfectly symmetrical, analogoiis frequencies on either side of the

middle line have been averaged. The standard deviation of the combined
distribution becomes 1"24, the unit throvighout being the original standard

deviations of the component age-grovips. The distribution thus obtained is

shown in Figure 7.

Althoiigh symmetrical, the new distribution is no longer normal. It has

again become peaked. But for working purposes, it is often advantageous to

assiune that the distribution is not only symmetrical but normal as well
;

by the use of tables of vahies for the normal probability integral we can then

at once estmiate the nmnber of cases that will be cut off at any given point

upon the scale, and the point ujDon the scale, which must be chosen to cut off

a given nvmiber of cases. The " nonnal " frecjuencies for a group of the same
size and variability have been roughly calculated ; and the " normal " curve

and column-graphs are shown in Figure 7 in red. On contrasting the theoretical

distribution with the observed, it wUl be seen that in the latter too many are

bunched into the central section (0 S.D.) and thrust out into the extremes

(2 to 6 S.D.) ; while the sections between the centre and the tails are shrunken.

Once more, it may be suggested that exacter estunates would fill out those

hollows by transferring thither the slighter cases of backwardness and advance-

ment that now seem too closely clustered about the centre of the group.

There is, however, a valid reason for expecting that even then the combined
distribution would differ somewhat from the nonnal curve. Within the "de-

fective " tail are now included a small but appreciable nmnber of pathological

cases, that could not be obtained from a group of " normals " normally

distributed, however large. Accordingly, in the absence of more accurate

information, it may be well to consider the two different estimates that will

ensue from the two different assimaptions as to the character of the curve of

distribution.

Highest Line of Demarcation between Ordinary Elementary and

Special (M.D.) School Children.

The average ability of special school children, and the average line of

demarcation actually fovmd between them and the children in ordinary

schools have already been stated. '^ Owing to the variety of the qualifications

that have to be considered, the upper limit must fluctuate from case to case.

It is, therefore, important to decide also what is the highest level it maj^

legitimately reach,-—what is the mildest grade of backwardness that may
reasonably be admitted.

(^) Memorandum I., p. 10 ; and Memorandum II., p. 35.
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It is educational (li.sal>ility that separates special school children most
widely from the normal. This, therefore, may be used as criterion for our
problem. For the inirposo of calculation two fictitious assiunptions may be
made : first, that the children are to bo selected solely upon the groimd of

educational deficiency ; secondly, that the accommodation is to be completely
filled with the educational defectives thus selected. At what point upon the
educational scale is the line between " nonnals " and " defectives " to be
drawn, so that both these conditions may be satisfied, and the two groups not
o\-erlap ?

The total accommodation of all the special (M.D.) schools (1915-16) is

7,975. Of this, I estmiate 86-07 per cent, is available for children between
eight and fourteen. We have, therefore, to find defectives for some 6,864
l^laces.

To obtain the 6,864 most backward cases from a normally distributed

group numbering 454,297, we must cut off the bottom TSl per cent. This
will be done by a line drawn at -2*17 tunes the standard deviation of the
composite group. This new standard deviation is 1-24 tunes the original

standard deviations of the several ages. And these in turn are approximately
tenths of the age. The minimum retardation, therefore, likely upon our hypothesis

to qualify a child for admission to an {M.D.) school is 26*9 2'>er cent., or rather more
than one-quarter, of Iiis age.

If instead of the " nonual " distribution, we take that actually observed,

then the line will be drawn at about -2' 5 times the standard deviation of the

composite group. This is equivalent to requiring a retardation of about 31

per cent, of the age.

These limits correspond to an " educational ratio " of 69 to 73 per cent.

Apart, therefore, froni non-educational considerations of a most exceptional

kind, no child who has three-quarters or more of the educational attairunents

l^roper to his age should be even considered as a potential candidate for

admission to an (M.D.) school. In the case of candidates who are retarded

by less than 31 per cent, of their age, and, therefore, have over two-thirds

of the normal attaimiients, evidence of deficiency in general intelligence or

in emotional stability shotxld also be required. Even for all who have more
than half the normal attainments it is desirable. Often such evidence will

be obtained only after prolonged observation in a sorting-class or clearing-

school.

It may be convenient to translate these requirements into concrete terms.

The followmg table is, therefore, appended. It indicates for every age the

highest possible educational limit that can be recommended in nominating

candidates for the statutory examination with a view to admission to a special

(M.D.) school. The level specified is that below which a child must fall before

he can bo deemed a suitable case to present. Except in cases of non-educational

deficiency, admission would hardly seem justified unless the child fell below

these levels by a further amount, vaiying according to age, from a third to

half a year. Thus, for nomination, a child of eight must fall below grade

3-0, i.e., below the dividing line between grades ii. and iii. : a child of nine must
fall below the upper third of grade iii. For admission they will usually fall

below the upper half of grade ii. (Gr. 2-8) and the middle of grade iii. (Gr.

3"4) respectively. Children corresponding to grade iii. at eight, to standard I.

at nine, to standard I. or a poor standard II. at ten, to standard II. or a poor

standard III. at eleven, and so on, may be recommended rather for a backward
class.
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TABLE XVI.—UPPER LIMITS FOR CANDIDATES NOMINATED FOR THE STATUTORY

EXAMINATION FOR ADMISSION TO A SPECIAL (M.D.) SCHOOL.

{'Requisite retardation' is tal<en as '269 times age. 'Upper limit' is obtained by sub-

tracting retardation from class, as given in Table X, column 3.)

Age.
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MEMORANDUM III.

ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN ABILITY IN DIFFERENT SUBJECTS

OF THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM.

Effects of Teaching.

In the foregoing reports I have assvmied that educational abUity may-

be treated as a single quality. I have not distinguished between inlierent

capacity and acquii'od Icnowledge, nor yet between general ability and special

aptitude.

Inlierent capacity is largely the result of inheritance ; acquii-ed know-

ledge, of teaching. If inlierited capacity could be assessed quite indepen-

dently of the results of instruction, the foregoing estimates might (it may
be imagined) need considerable correction. It may seem possible that, in

certain schools, and still more in certain classes, the apparent backwardness

of the children is due merely to ineffective teaching. Such cases should readily

be discoverable by an extension of methods here used. But, from the

characteristics of the observed distributions, it seems clear that such cases

are not numerous. Again, in other schools and classes, it may seem possible

that the particular excellence of the teaching may cause the children to appear

tmusually advanced. Bvit, in reviewing a large area, the results of exceptional

efficiency or inefficiency in teaching will be comparatively small, and probably

to a great extent be neutralised by each other in the general averages. The

main effect of teaching upon educational ability is, as a rule, to increase the

individual differences already present from birth. Children who are naturally

bright learn rapidly, and are promoted rapidly to higher classes. Children

who are naturally dull learn comparatively little ; they tend to remain at the

same absolute level so long that their relative backwardness increases year

by year. Hence it is, in part, that the " standard deviation "—the measure

of the degree to which individuals of a given age -group differ from one another

—increases from about half a year at the age of five to a year and a quarter at

the age of thu-teen (see Memorandum II., Figiu:'e 5). Occasionally, towards

the end of his career, a bright boy may be allowed to mark time in an upper

standard while others catch up to him. Occasionally, by special coaching,

a backward child may be brought up more nearly to the normal level. But,

in the main, it is comparatively rare to find original differences lessened in this

way by the efforts of teaching, and rarer still to find them reversed. The main

effect of teaching, therefore, so far as it affects the validity of our estimates, is to

allow the original differences of ability to develop, to increase, and to become

more distinct. Nevertheless, as will appear from what follows, superior and

special abilities are by no means as yet elicited and developed to their utmost.

Effects of Special Aptitude.

A more hazardous assumption is involved in treating each child as of equal

ability in all subjects.

A child who is of the level of, let us say, standard IV. in one subject

—

for example in Arithmetic—has been regarded as of the same level for all

other subjects—Reading, Dictation, Composition, and so forth. If he is

backward at all, he has been treated as backward for every subject, and back-

ward by the same amount for each. In practice, most elementary schools

are organized upon this basis. A child is allotted to the same class for every
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subject of the curriculum. It is, thei'efore, of importance, both theoretically

and practically, to enquire how far this assumption is justified.

Is there such a thing as General Educational Ability ? Is there a single

common factor determining in varying degrees attainments in each and every

subject ? Or are the variovis school activities quite unrelated, so that a

separate survey should in strictness be carried out for each ?

To these questions I have already attempted a provisional answer in

previous publications. The conclusions there reached have to a large extent

been since confirmed by independent investigators. Accordingly, a fuller

accovmt of both methods and results seems now justifiable. Owing to the

extraordinaiy complexity of the subject, the results must still be regarded

as no naore than tentative. The methods, however,—particularly the graphic

methods of analysing the level of attauaments in different subjects for different

schools, classes, ages, and individuals—will be found helpful, it is believed, to

head teachers and to others whose duty it is to survey the work of entire schools.

These, therefore, are given in some detail.

Scientific Inadequacy of School Marlis.

A study of school marks should throw light on this subject. But school

marks are generally allotted for other purposes than the mere scientific

measurement of capacity or attainment. They are often bestowed for en-

couragement or reward, and lost through absence or misconduct. Marks,
too, normally awarded for ability in one subject—for instance. Composition
—often already include marks for other abilities—such as Writing or Spelling.

Spurious correlations are thus introduced. Further, it is seldom that the

examinations are carried ovit twice upon precisely comparable lines. And
from but a single examination it is difficult to estimate exactly a child's

capacity and impossible to measure the reliability of that estimate. In certain

subjects

—

e.g., manual subjects, and special subjects like history and geography
—the examination results are often very unreliable ; and to obtain reliable

estimates at all probably needs at least two or three distinct examinations.

Hence, except for purposes of corroboration, the results of the ordinary school

examinations have been discarded. A special set of tests and a special system
of marking have been employed instead.

Selection of Children. ^
The same child may appear behind the rest of hLs class, not because his

General Educational Ability is weak, but because the rest are older than he or

have been longer in the same cla:3s. Accordingly, in investigating the existence

of general ability, it is essential that the group tested should be very carefully

chosen. As far as possible, the members should be upon the same level in all

respects except ability. The main groups eventually selected for the present

experiment consisted of three classes from different schools. In edvicational

level they corresponded to standard V. ; and comprised 120 children of the

same sex, differing but little in age, zeal, attendance and social status, taught
by the same teacher for all subjects and for about the same period of time.

Groups of younger and older children of both sexes were also tested. But the

differences due to age and sex will be but briefly mentioned in the present

report. For sunplicity, the results obtained with the main groups will alone

be described in detail.

Selection of Tests.

Special tests were drawn up for the following subjects : Composition,
History, Geography, Science (Nature Study), Mechanical Arithmetic (Rules),
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Arithmetical Problems, Reading (Fluency and Comprehension), Writing (Speed

and Quality), Dictation, Drawing, and Handwork. All the children were
tested at least twice in each subject upon different days. The tests were
applied personally,^ and the papers marked (with one or two small exceptions)

by the same individual throughout.

Scheme of Marking.

]\[ost of the subjects possess an obvious unit of measurement. Ability

in Dictation can obviously be measured by the rumiber of words correctly spelt

;

ability in Mechanical Arithmetic by the number of figures correctly given in

the answer. Other subjects, such as Drawing and Handwork, possess no such

obvious imit. The work, however, can readily be arranged in rough order

of merit, or marked upon the basis of general impression. Ordinarily the

descrijjtion of such impressions varies greatly from teacher to teacher. Work
marked " average " by one teacher would be marked " good " by another,

and " jDoor " by a third. If expressed in numbers, "full marks " may range

anywhere from 5 to 100 ; and the average may lie now near the top of the

scale, now near the bottom. A standard scheme of marking, therefore, is

urgently needed.

Nvuncrous practical piirposes would be served by such a scheme. In

reportmg upon special individuals,

—

e.g., borderline cases submitted for possible

admission to a special (M.D.) school, candidates for promotion, scholarship, or

transfer,—teachers often assess abilities in different subjects in terms of marks.

Such a statement, however, as " Arithmetic = " is, with the present system

of marking, highly ambiguous. The following interpretations have, at

different times, been given : "no sums right out of 4 "
;

" no sums right out

of 10 "
; "no marks in a percentage scale with 100 full "

;
" one of several

who obtained no marks "
;

" the worst—in his class," "— of his age," "—in

his school," "—in my experience as a teacher "
;
" specially deficient in arith-

metic "
;

" mentally defective and incapable of learning arithmetic at all."

These represent very wide differences in arithmetical disability—differences

larger than those commonly obtaining among the rest of the class. Yet all

are awarded the same mark, namely, zero. Similar differences also obtain

in the case of extremely high ability. We need in particular, therefore, a

scale of marking which shall provide free scope for differentiating rare, but

differently graded degrees of merit and demerit. These requirements can

readily he fulfilled by defining marks in terins of frequency,—" as bad " (or " as

good ") " as one in a random sample of 50," " as bad as one in 100," " —in a

1,000," or "—in 10,000."

Again, teachers' reports upon children leaving school and seeking employ-
ment have commonly to state the child's intelligence and character. Yet they

seldom convey any definite meaning except to those already familiar with the

particular teachers' standard. Too often the apparent estimates of capacity

prove to be but vague testimonials. Siich reports often envisage moral

qualities, which at first sight seem to lend themselves to no scientific method
of meanurement. Here again the best method of defining the grades to be

recognised is in terms of their relative froqiiency. In more than one school

a system of card-indexing the children's qualities has been worked out, together

with a uniform scale of marking for all subjects and classes. None of the

scales, however, to my knowledge, are based on the recognised statistical prin-

ciples which sliould govern such measurements.
The formulation of a simple standard scheme for the distribution of marks

is made possible by the conclusion for which the foregoing memoranda have

(M I am especially indebted to the courtesy of the head masters and head mistresses in
affording me every facility for carrying out these tests.
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argued, namely, that mental abilities are distributed very nearly in accordance

with " the normal curve of error." This conclusion suggests that a definite

scale of frequencies obtains approximately for different degrees of ability.

The following recommendations, therefore, may be drawn up as embodying the

general principles to which a standard sclieme of marking should conform :

—

(1) Within a single class, and with a single qualitative test, it

is seldom possible to distinguish with certainty more than 10 or 20

degrees of merit. Except with a large and heterogeneous group,

a scale with 100 degrees implies a minute discrimination of quality

which seldom can truly be attained.

(2) On the other hand, a scale with fewer than 10 degrees pro-

vides a classification so coarse that correlations and calculations based

upon it would hardly be statistically sound.

(3) No mark should be repeatedly awarded simply because it is

a round munber.

(4) No mark shoidd be repeatedly awarded simply because it is

arbitrarily chosen as a " pass-mark," i.e., as representing the minimum
degree of attaimnent required in a particular class.

(5) Abilities near the average are more freqvient than extremely

high or extremely low degrees. This exchidos the repeated award of

marks near the maximum or near zero. Only once in many hiuidred

occasions will work of such superlative merit or demerit appear.

And then it is important to have a mark available for it upon the

ordinary scale. Further, these extreme cases may differ considerably

among themselves. Plenty of scope, therefore, should be provided

for accurately gradmg such rare but important cases.

(6) The average mark of the whole class should usually fall in

about the same place, near the iniddle of the scale. The group

should never be divided into two nearly equal halves {e.g., " Good "

and "Bad," "Above Average" and "Below Average"), even
though tlie divisions are still fvu'ther svib -divided ; nor should it be

divided at the centre of the scale, since ties are here most frequent.

(7) The degree to which individuals are scattered above and
below the average should, apart from special reasons for the con-

trary, be about the same in different subjects. According to the

usual methods of marking, the " standard deviation " found in

subjects like Aritlimetic appears higher, as a rule, than that foimd

in subjects lilie Composition. For some candidates may work all

the sums correctly and some may work none correctly ; but no com-
positions are deemed perfect, and none, perhaps, of no merit at all.

Hence, extreme marks—" full " and " zero "—are obtained com-
parativtly often in Arithmetic but never in Composition. Yet
there is no reason to suppose that literary ability is less varied than
arithmetical. Hence, for piirposes of strict comparison, the original

marks in each subject should first be reduced to tenns of their average

or "standard" variation. A special problem arises on comparing
General Educational Ability and a specific educational capacity.

The foi'mer is often, and the latter may be, expressed in terms of back-

wardness. But it is clear that children who are backward by a year in

all subjects will be much rarer than children who art. backward by a

year in but one subject. Here, therefore, there seems to be a Imiit to

the usefulness of a uniform scale based upon the standard deviation.
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(8) In technical language, then, the marks should conform

approximately, but not be forced to conform oxactty, with a
" normal " distribution, whose unit of scale, expressed in terms of

the " standard deviation " from the average, is the same for all

subjects and for all teachers. "Arithmetic = —2J S.D. (age)" is

a precise and definite statement. It would mean " the child's ability

in arithmetic deviates below the average of his own age -group by
two and a-half times the standard deviation of that age-group."

A case as bad as this would occur, with random sampling of a normal

group, only abovit G times in 1,000. The individual would probably

be an imusually bad case for his class, very likely the worst in his

age-group, but perhaps not the worst case in an ordinary department

of three or four him.dred children.

(9) In actual work, however, fractions and algebraic signs readily

lead to serious clerical errors. A minus sign may easily be omitted,

or typed in error for a plus. Zero, too, conveys to most teachers

not an average degree of merit, but the lowest degree of merit. A
jjractical scale, therefore, shoiild more nearly resemble the systems

of marking already in common use. At the same tune, the central

or " average " mark should be some simple roimd nvmaber, so that

the degree of deviation needs no elaborate subtraction, and the imit

should be some simple multiple of the standard deviation.

The following scale conforms to these principles ; and was found of miich

service in the present investigation. It is here suggested tentatively as a

first step towards a uniform scheme of marking. It would plamly save much
trouble, ignorance, and misvmderstanding, if assessments could be made m
tenns of a Standard Scale. "Arithmetic, 6 (S.S.) " woixld then lorovide a

very simple, intelligible, and unambiguous formula. It is not, of couj'se,

for a moment intended that such a scale shoiild be everywhere and at all times

used, but merely that it might be adopted where marks are intended to convey

comparable qiiantitative estimates to teachers and officials.

TABLE XVII.—STANDARD SCALE OF MARKING.

Degree of ability.
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It will be seen t]iat the average mark is 10 ; the " standard " or root-

mean-square deviation, 2. Marks below 5 and above 15 are reserved for cases

which are not only unique in the group actually examined, but also unique
or nearly maique in the teacher's experience ; theoretically, the marks
4 (and 16), 3 (and 17), 2 (and 18), 1 (and 19), (and 20) should occur approxi-
mately 24 and 4*9 times in 10,000, 7-8 times and once in 100,000 and once in

1,000,000, respectively, in a normal distribution. But they will be required

cliiefly in abnormal cases, such as those of jaathological defect ; and will best

be defined in terms of averages of age -groups above or below the age -group
determining the average of the scale.

Vague terms, such as "good," "bad," etc., if used at all, should be given

a definite moaning as above. Thus, " Good " is here taken as meaning a degree
of ability reached (or surpassed) by only one child in 10 : "Fair," a degree

reached (or surpassed) by 4 children in 10, or 2 out of 5 :
" Medium," the degree

characterising the middle fifth of the group. " Bad " is used as the coinmon
opiaosite to " Good "

; but it would perhaps be preferable to substitute a term
implying less culpability ; for instance, " Weak." Even the moral uxiplication

of "Good," "Fair," "Excellent" is perhaps objectionable. "High," "Low,"
" Above Medium," " Below Medium " might be suggested ; but they do not

lend themselves so readily to abbreviation by familiar initials.

It should be specified whether the distribution contemplated is that of

an ordinary age-group, a fair sample whose average ability is neither above
nor below the usual, or a selected group, such as a given school class or standard,

or an age-group in a particularly ad\'anced or backward school. For single

capacities the foregoing scheme will probably be available both for age-groups

(Table XVII., last column but one), and for school-classes (Table XVII., last

column), except where the capacity is itself the cliief basis upon which the class

has been selected. It is further available for designating moral and enaotional

qualities : for here also degrees can best be defined in tornas of frequencj^.^

This, then, was the scale used in the present investigatioia to mark abilities

at tasks such as Composition, Drawing, Handwork, Handwriting (Quality),

in which the task itself furnished no obvious scale of marks. In the other

tests—Arithmetic, Dictation, History, Geography, Science, Reading (Compre-

hension), Speed of Writing and of Reading—the nature of the mark to be usefl

is obvious : the niunber of figures con-ectly worked, the number of words

correctly read or spelt, the munber of questions correctly answered, the number
of words or letters read or written in a given time.

(1) Many teachers profess themselves unable to distinguish more than five or six grades of

excellence, especially in moral qualities, and iu those for wliicl\ no special examination is hehl.
Perhaps, for sucli purjioses as the school-leaving form this may be all that is possible or requisite.
In such cases, I would suggest a code of letters, corresponding to entire standard deviations, as
follojys :

—

Symbol
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Correlation.

If attainments in two or more different subjects, such as Arithmetic and
Reading, are partly determined by a single common factor, such as general

educational ability, then the marlvs obtained by a given child for one subject,

e.g., Reading, should resemble those obtained by the same child for the other

subject, namely Arithmetic ; if for Reading they aro well above the average,

then they should also be well above the average for Arithmetic. The enquiry,

liowever, tiu'ns not merely on the existence of such resemblance, but on its

anioimt. We shall see that, in the long rim, the marks of a given child tend to

show resemblance for all subjects to a greater or less degree ; but that the degree

of that resemblance vai'ies considerably in different cases.

The degree of resemblance can be readily measured by the statistical figui'e

kno'mi as a " coefficient of coi'relation." Roughly speaking, it may be said

that a coefficient of correlation measures the most probable de^dation in one
subject accompanying a unit amoimt of deviation in another. If the relation-

ship between the two measurements is complete (as, for instance, between
two perfect measurements of the same capacity), then the coefficient is unity.

If, therefore, the correlation between Reading and Arithmetic was 1-00, the

top boy for Reading would be top also for Arithmetic, the boy most backward in

Arthmetic would also be most backward in Reading ; and generally, if based

upon some such principles as the foregoing scale, the marks obtamed for Reading
woidd be, on an average, approximately the same as those for Arithmetic.

We might then infer that the one and same ability underlies both Arithmetic

and Reading. If, however, the coefficient were only 0"50, the two would vary
less closely together. A boy who in Reading w^as behind the average for his

age by, let us say, 4 iinits, would in Arithmetic, be, on an average, only 0*50 (that

is, half) of that amount behind, viz., 2 units. If the coefficient were zero,

there would be no relation whatever between ability at the two siibjects : from
backwardness m Reading, no inference whatever could be made as regards

backwardness in Arithmetic. If, finally, the coefficient were negative, then

the boy who was backward in one would probably be advanced in the other.

Results.

The coefficients of correlation for the classes tested are given in Table

XVIII. Each figure indicates the amoimt of correlation obtaining between

the two subjects indicated in the heading at the top of its cohunn and in the

margin to the left of its row. Thus, '71 measures the degree of resemblance

between marks for Composition and marks for Science ; -65 measures the

degree of resemblance between marks for Composition and marks for Arith-

metical Problems ; and so forth.

To possess any significanco as evidence of correlation, a coefficient must
be at least twice as large as its " probable error." With a group as large as

the present, all coefficients over '12 ar3 twice as large as their probable errors
;

all coefficients over -IS aro three times as large. In Table XVIII. the coefficients

fall below -12 in only four cases out of 78. None aro negative. Thus, so far

as the present tests can be trusted, it appears that, among individuals of an
ordinary school class, ability in any one subject tends on the whole to be accompanied,

to a greater or less degree, by ability in nearly every other subject. The correspond-

dence is never quite complete. It varies enormously with different pau's of

subjects. But very rarely is it entirely absent.

d2
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Reliability.

Each subject has been tested at least twice. The correlation, of the first

test with the second in the same subject is shown by the diagonal row of co-

efficients in brackets. These may be termed " reliability " coefficients. They
indicate the reliability or consistency with which a given subject can be
tested. On calculating this coefficient for ordinary school marks, it will not
infrequently be found that the marks, particularly for siich subjects as hand-
work and writing, refer to no single or consistent fimction whatever. (Dr.

Carey's investigations, below, p. Gl, admirably demonstrate the relative low
reliability of school marks.) Clearly, a given kind of test or examination can
only be considered trustworthy, if the second occasion on which it is carried

out yields residts distinctly resembling those obtained on the first occasion.

A test, therefore, is only considered reliable if its " reliability coefficient " is

above -50. In the foregoing Table all the tests exhibit at least this amovint

of self-consistency.

Evidence of a Single Common Factor.

The correlations thus established between the several school subjects may
legitimately be attributed to the presence of common factors. Thus, the fact

that the test of Arithmetic (Problems) correlates highly with the test of

Arithmetic (Rules) is most naturally explained by assvmiing that the same
ability is common to both subjects ; similarly, the correlation of Composition

with Arithmetic (Problems) may be regarded as evidence of a common factor

imderlying this second pair ; and so with each of the seventy-eight pairs. But
is the common factor one and the same in each case ? Or have we to recognise

a multiplicity of common factors, each limited to small groups of school subjects ?

To answer this question a simple criterion may be devised. It is a matter

of simple arithmetic to reconstruct a table of seventy-eight coefficients so

calculated that all the correlations are due to one factor and one only, common
to all subjects, but shared by each in different degrees. Such a theoretical

construction is given in Table XIX. ^ In this table theoretical values have
been calculated so as to give the best possible fit to the values actually obtained

in the investigation, and printed in Table XVIII. It will be seen that the

theoretical coefficients exhibit a very characteristic arrangement. The values

diminish progressively from above downwards and from right to left. Svich

an arrangement is termed a " hierarchy." Its presence forms a rough and
useful criterion of the presence of a single general factor.

(») The figures for Tables XVIII. (hypothetical general factor), XIX. and XX. are obtained
by employing the usual formula for " multiple correlation "

—

''12 ~ '*13-''23

(l-r!3)*(l-ri3)*
Thus, if the h.g.f. be the sole origin of correlations, the theoretical coefficients (Table XIX.)

can be foimd at once by the following equation, which follows directly from (i.),

—

»'i2 = ria.r^a . . . . • (ii.)

where ri3, r^s = h.g.t. coefficients, 1 and 2 indicating any tests and 3 the h.g.f.

Again, if the specific correlations be treated as, in the long run, negligible, the h.g.f. coefficients
(Table XVIII.) can be found by the following equation, which follows directly from (ii.),

—

= v^ ("^•>

where Oi = total (or average) of the entire row of observed coefficients for any test, 1, and A =
total (or average) of the coeflacients in the whole table. In the case of the reliability coefficients,

and certain other test-pairs (cf. Table XX.), the specific factors are not negligible. I have, there-
fore, assumed that the latter group neutralise each other on taking the table as a whole, and have
omitted the reliabiUty coeflacients. This omission necessitates a slight, but obvious, complication
in applying formula (iii.).

The specific correlations (Table XX.) merely require the use of equation (i.) in its original
form.

The wliole series of calculations is, of course, but provisional and tentative ; and the results

but first approximations.
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On turning to the values originally obtained (Table XVIII.) it will be
soon that they do, to some extent, confonn to this criterion. In certain cases,

however, the correlations are far too high—for instance, those between Arith-

metic (Rules) and Aritlnnetic (Problems), and again Drawing and both Hand-
work and Writing (Quality). Now tlioso instances are precisely those where
we might anticipate special factors—general arithmetical ability, general

manual dexterity—operating over and above the universal factor common
to all subjects. These apparent exceptions, therefore, are not inconsistent

with the general rule. Since, then, the chief deviations from the hierarchical

arrangement occur precisely where, on other grounds, wo should expect tliem

to occiu", we may accordingly conclude that performances in all the subjects

tested appear to be determined in varying degrees by a single common factor.

Nature of the Common Factor.

\Miat, then, is this common factor ? The most obvious suggestions are

that it is either (1) General Educational Ability, or (2) General Intelligence.

For both these qualities, mai'ks have been allotted by teachers, quite inde-

pendently of the results of the tests. The correlations of these marks with

perfomiances m the tests are given in the last two lines of Table XVIII.

Upon certain assiunptions, the correlation of each test with the Hypothetical

Common Factor can readily be deduced from the coefficients originally ob-

served.^ These estimates are given in the last line but two of the table. They
agree more closely with the observed correlations for General Educational

Ability, especially if the latter are first corrected for imreliability. (Correlations :

Hypothetical General Factor coefficients and General Educational Ability

coefficients "86, after correction -84 : Hypothetical General p'actor coefficients

and General Intelligence coefficients -84, after correction '77). We may,
therefore, identify this hypothetical general factor with General Educational

Ability ; and conclude provisionally that this capacity more or less deter-

mines prowess in all school subjects.

The high agreement of the estimated coefficients with the intelligence

correlations suggest that General Intelligence is an important, though not

the only factor in General Educational Ability. Other imjDortant factors

are probably long-distance memory, interest, and industry. It is doubtless

not a pxu-e intellectual capacity ; and, though single, is not simple, but

complex.

The test which appears to be most highly correlated with General Educa-
tional Ability, and indeed with every other subject is. Composition. We may,
therefore, draw this inference. Of all the single scholastic tests the one which

gives the best estimate of General Educational Ability is an exercise in English

Composition, set as a test of reasoning—marked, that is, as the compositions in

tlie present investigation were marked, not so much for writkig, spelling,

grammar, literary style, or general information, but rather for power of coherent

logical thought. In organising school classes and in promoting children from

one class to another, tlio test on which teachers often rely most strongly appears

to be arithmetic. In tlie present investigation the arithmetical tests were of

two kinds, one dealing with problems and the other with mechanical working of

sums in the simple rules. Tlie former is correlated very highly with General

Educational Ability ; the latter but little. Tests set by the teachers upon
work done by the class examined too often approximate to the latter type

;

and, therefore, are, perhaps not always the best tests upon which to rely. But

(*) See p. 53, footnote ('), equation (iil.).
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here, as in the testing of all mental abilities, it is best to employ not one test but

as many tests of as many different kinds as practical convenience will permit.

Specific Educational Abilities.

We have noted that, in certain cases, over and above the resemblance

due to General Educational AbUity, there are additional resemblances attri-

butable to special factors. For example, the resemblance between marks for

the arithmetical tests cannot be attributed to the mere fact that General Edu-
cational Ability is required in both tests. Special arithmetical ability is also

involved ; and this raises the correlation above the coefficient of -34 (which

the influence of General Educational Ability alone would produce) up to a

figure of -76. Wliat then are the chief special abilities affecting performances

at school subjects ? Is it possible to group certain subjects together as depen-

dent upon similar capacities ?

The practical importance of this question is evident. Suppose a depart-

ment of children to be accurately organised into classes upon the basis of General

Educational Ability. Then, as is clear from Table XVIII., each class will

be homogeneously constituted, not merely as regards General Educational

AbUity, but also to a large extent as regards Composition, and perhaps as regards

Arithmetic (Problems). It wUl not be so nearly homogeneous for Reading
and Dictation. For Handwork, Drawing, Quality of Writing, and Mechanical

Arithmetic, it will be fairly heterogenous ; and will overlap considerably with
classes next above and below.

Suppose, now, we reclassify the children according to ability in Handwork.
Shall we then have fairly homogeneous, non-overlapping classes for Drawing,
Quality of Writing, and Mechanical Arithmetic as well ? A priori we might
suspect that a re-classification adopted primarily for Handwork might avail

also for Drawing and Qiiality of Writing ; but we might doubt its suitability

for purposes of Mechanical Arithmetic. Is empirical evidence accessible to

verify these presimiptions ?

Specific Correlations.

For purposes of investigation this practical problem plainly resolves itself

into the following theoretical enquiry : What special correlations would remain
if we could eliminate the influence of General Educational Ability ? This

question can be attacked by means of the statistical method known as "multiple

correlation."

I assmiie that the correlations of each subject with General Educational

Ability may be approximately measiu"ed by the hypothetical general factor

coefficients given in the last line but two of Table XVIII. ; and, consequently,

that the resemblance between performances in different subjects due to the

conunon presence of this factor, may be approximately measured by the

theoretical coefficients given in Table XIX. The difference, therefore, be-

tween these theoretical coefficients and the observed coefficients based upon
actual tests will provide the evidence for the presence of additional special

factors. To obtain coefficients for the " specific correlations " these differences

must be di^dded by an appropriate denominator in accordance A\ith the usual

formula for multiple correlation.^

The coefficients of sjoecial correlation thus obtained are given in Table XX.
They may be taken as measiu'ing the correlation that would be observed in a
class where the General Educational Ability was throughout of the same level.

In such a class it would be extremely difficult to predict the marks of a given

child in, say. Arithmetic, from his marks in, say, Composition. The coefficients

are now fewer and smaller. Out of 78 coefficients only 25 are significant.

(*) See p. 53, footnote ('), equation (i.).
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Negative Correlations between Special Subjects.

Nine of the significant coefficients are negative. Several are to be found

under Quality of Writing. Apparently those who write fuller and better

papers in Composition (and allied subjects) tend to scribble in a more hurried

but less elegant hand than those whose answers are meagre and whose attention

is directed rather towards elegance and neatness. This, however, only appears

after the elimination of the effects of different General Educational Ability
;

otherwise, the children who are most able generally, wUl not only give better

answers, b\it also write them in a better hand. There are also indications of a

negative relationship between other manual abilities and certain literaiy sub-

jects ; and between certain literary subjects and Mechanical Aiithmetic.

This analysis reconciles two popular views, which, as commonly stated,

seem incompatible ! first, the view that children who are intelligent at one

or two important subjects will probably be intelligent at all ; secondly, the view

that children who are backward in subjects usually considered most important

(Arithmetic, Reading, Composition) may yet excel in Handwork. Under
certain conditions each belief is true.

In a group that is still fairly mixed as regards general ability, almost

any test will, to some extent, sift oiit the more intelligent. Thus a scholar-

ship examination in Arithmetic and Composition will probably pick out, not

merely the good arithmeticians and the best writers of English Composition,

but also those who are good all-round scholars. Indeed, if out of the remnants

left behind by siich an examination we endeavoured to select those who excel

in manual work for, let us say, trade Sv?holarships, we shall very probably find

that many of the best mamial workers have also already been taken. Similarly,

in higher spheres, it may be possible to select men for administrative posts

by examinations largely dealing with Greek and Latin history, philosophy,

and verse.

If, however, we first eliminate the influence of differences in general ability,

if, for instance, we consider a group whose educational intelligence as a whole

is nnieh the same throughout, then it is quite possible that children who are

backward in the formal subjects of the school curriculiun may excel in manvial

subjects ; and children who excel in literarjr work may be relatively poor in

arithmetical work. It should be remembered that the mere concentration

of interest will of itself produce such negative relationships. A child ^vho

heads his class in Reading, Spelling, and Composition, and perhaps devotes miich

of his spare time to reading books and writing stories and letters, may consider

manual work unworthy of serious effort or of leisure tune. Conversely, a

boy who has suddenly discovered he can really do something, let us say, in

woodwork, may spend the time allotted to other subjects by dreaming, perhaps

subconsciously, of what he will make in the hours for manual work.

Positive Correlations between Special Subjects.

The subjects which are positively correlated fall into three or foiu' fairly

distinct groups :

1. An Arithmetical Group.—The largest specific correlation obtains between

the two arithmetical tests. These, therefore, are very closely allied ; and

probably test a special kind of ability.

2. A Manual Group.—Handwork, Drawing, Writing (Quality), and

perhaps Writing (Speed) appear specifically correlated with one another. If

anything, they are negatively correlated with Arithmetical Ability. The

special ability imderlying these is accordingly distinct from that vmderlying

arithmetical acti\dties.
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3. A Linguistic Group.—Dictation, Reading (Comprehension), and
Reading (Speed). Those subjects also show no correlation with the arith-

metical group and oven negati\-e correlations with the manual group. On
the other liand, they appear not entirely unrelated to the Composition grovip,

and with this, might perhaps be taken as forming a single Literary Group.

4. A Composition Group.—History, Geography, Science, and Composition

appear closely related to each other, perhaps beca\iso the tests in the first three

subjects, when set so as to exclude special knowledge, information or memory,
tend to resolve themselves very largely into a series of brief compositions.

Cyclic Overlap.

It should bo noted that the demarcation between the four groups does not

appear very sharp. Science, for example, appears related both to the Com-
position groiip and to the Arithmetical group. Indeed it is possible to arrange

the subjects in a series, so that each is correlated with the next, and the last

with the first. The various capacities tested thus seem to foiin, as it were,

a circular chain each linked to the next. It is tempting to infer that, by its

choice of these subjects, the ordinary school curricukmi views scholastic ability

from ahuost every side. Such a conclusion, ho\\ever, is too fanciful. But
there can be little doubt that the special abilities, involved in the various

groiips of subjects, to some extent overlap. Both the overlap and the grovip-

ing of subjects is illustrated in the " clock-diagram " below (Figvu"e 8). In the

diagram subjects most closely related are placed next to one another ; and their

Figure 8.

To illustrate the Specific Relations between the Chief Subjects of the

School Curriculum.

Composif/on

History
Reading

(Comprehension^^ . , ^ geography

Dictation
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proximity, measured along the circiunference of the cii-cle, is proportional
to the closeness of their relation.^ The overlap would be rendered more com-
plete by tising tests or teaching-methods, which wo\ild correlate the several

groups of subjects more closely, and so link up the corresponding mental abilities.

Confirmation by other Investigations.

The results here described have been obtained by examining the very small

number of children to which a single investigator, making careful personal

tests, is necessarily confined. The two main conclusions, however, agree

with inferences already drawn by Mr. Moore and myself from experiments

upon Liverpool school children ; and may, I think, be discerned in two
independent surveys based upon school marks, carried out by Dr. Carey and
Mr. Bradford, assistant teachers in the service of the CoimcU.

Mr. Bradford has tested 224 children, ages 9| to 13| years. The cor-

relations between the various school subjects considered are given in Table XXI.
It wUl be seen that Composition correlates most with the other subjects,

Writing and Arithmetic least, and that all the correlations are positive.

Mr. Bradford has further endeavoured to analyse the special nature of the

mental abilities concerned by means of special psychological tests. He infers

that mechanical memory is a factor common to the five school subjects ; that

verbal memory forms a special factor common to Reading, Spelling, and

TABLE XXL—CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCHOOL SUBJECTS.

Data : school marks, 224 children, aged 9h to I3\ years.

{Mr. Bradford's Investigation.)
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Composition. ; and motor co-ordination is an important factor iix Writing and
kindred mamial operations ; and that " visuo-kina^sthetic " imagery (pictorial

imagery and imagory for movements) is a factor in arithmetical ability.

Dr. Carey has collected the examination marks for abont 600 children,

aged 7 to 14 years, from the senior departments of four ordinary elementary
schools im.der tJie Coimcil. The correlations obtained, corrected as far as

possible for the imroliability of marking, are given in Table XXIT. Owing to

the low reliability found on using school marks, especially in such subjects

as Writing and Needlework, the numbef of children differs in different subjects.

In the Table, the reliability coefficients for these subjects appear high only
because classes where the marks proved luireliable (relialjilitj'- coefficients below
•50) were rejected. The figures distinctly suggest a hierarchical arrangement,
but there are marked de^-iations. Dr. Carey concludes that here the children's

perfoniiances are due to (1) a general factor, such as general intelligence
; (2)

a large specific factor, namely, motor ability, affecting Writing, Paiiating and
Needlework

; (3) a smaller factor, which she considers to vinderlie Reading,
Composition, and Spelling, and whicli she identifies with " the association

between written words and their meaninss."

TABLE XXII.—CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCHOOL SUBJECTS.

(A.) Observed Correlations (Corrected for "Unreliability").

Data: school marks, 600 children, aged 7 and 14 years; 4 schools.

(Dr. Carey's Investigation.)
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and the general agreement of the order with that found in my own investigation.

Hence, my estimates of the specific cori'elation (Table XXIII. ) are here not very

trustworthy. They agree, however, very largely with those based iipon actual

tests. Further, as before, there is discernible a tendency both to grouping and
to clyclic overlap.

TABLE XXIII.—CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCHOOL SUBJECTS.

(B.) Specific Correlations.

Data : Coefficients in Table XXII.
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results so far obtained suggests the fcjUowing conclusions : First, the abilities

and processes involved ai-e far more complex than those who have written

upon this subject commonly assume. Secondly, similar results are reached

by different children by very diffei-ent mental processes ; consequently, a
cliild wlio fails under one method of instruction will often succeed, if a brief

study bo made of his natural aptitudes and operations and another mode of

instruction adopted accordingly. Thirdly, similar subjects require very different

abihties at different ag<^s and at different stages of progress. Thus, subjects

whicla, in standards V. and VI., involve comparatively mechanical operations

—

such as Dictation and Arithmetic (Rules)—^may, in standards II. and III.,

require mental powers of quite a different order. Indeed, in lower standards,

such subjects tend to show a correlation with General Educational Ability

far higlier than is found in higher standards. Except, therefore, for rough
prelmiinary surveys, it would be a mistake to throw together marks and cor-

relations for different standards and ages into a single table ; and the statements

made above as regards the grouping of special subjects strictly apply only to

cliildron of the level tested, namely, standards V. and VI. Indeed, it was for

this reason that the more elaborate experiments were in the first instance con-

fuxed to children of these classes.

Correlations between Educational Abilities among Defectives.

The correlations between attainments in different school subjects among
a group of high-grade mentally deficient children are given in Table XXIV.
The coefficients are not high and show no clear liierarchical arrangeinent.

Certain fimdaraental school subjects,—Arithmetic, Reading and Dictation,

—

appear somewhat closely associated, and form, perhaps, a " Scliolastic " group
;

other more special subjects,—^Handwork, Drawing,—are smailarly associated,

and may perhaps mdicate a " Manual " group. Among defectives, therefore,

the distribution of capacitj'' appears to be somewhat more tmeven than
among normal children. There is less evidence for the assumption that

educational ability may be treated as a smgle mental quality. Such treatment
can at present be justified only iipon grounds of simplicity and convenience.

This conclusion, however, is entii-cly consistent with what I have elsewhere

remarked as to the conaplexity and ambiguity of the current conception of
" mental deficiency." For practical purposes, it suggests the importance of

further classifying cases of deficiency according to the kind of deficiency, as well as

according to its degree. Some defectives excel in manual subjects, but are vmable
to master iiitolligent reading, writing, or calculation ; others may so profit

by instruction in those latter subjects as eventually to become fit for re-trans-

ference to the ordinary schools ; others may bo afflicted with special defects

—

such as those described as " word-blindness " or " number defect "
; others,

again, may be unable to acquire manual dexterity or to use tools with safety

or skill. These different tjiDOS should be sorted out in an observation class,

ami eventually transferred to classes specially suited to their special kind of

ability or defect.

A more detailed analysis is urgently needed for the particular kinds of

mental ability and deficiency occurring among defectives. Unfortimately,

however, the simple method of merely correlating the results of a few scholastic

tests is with them inadequate. Tlie children's ability varies considerably

from day to day. Hence, as may be seen from the table, the "reliability
"

of estimates and measurements thiLS obtained is not high. Further, defectives

already form a selected group, chosen very largely on the ground of ability or

disability in school subjects ; and it is difficult to find, for experimental purposes.
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a group or class, fairly homogeneous in all respects except those mental qualities

it is proposed to study. For these reasons, correlations between the per-

formances of defectives are bound to be somewhat low and irregular. What is

needed is a prolonged study of individuals by teachers who are able to observe

them closely from day to day and from year to year.

TABLE XXIV.—CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCHOOL SUBJECTS.

Special (M.D.) School Children.

Data : scholastic tests and teachers' estimates for 73 mental defectives {high grade)

aged 10— to 15— years.
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Psychographs for Individual Cliildren.

In order to study and compare the peculiar endowments and deficiencies

of individual cliildren some simple plan is needed for recording the degrees

of such general and specific abilities in diagrammatic form. For this purpose,

I have elsewhere suggested what may be termed scholastic " psychographs."

These are obtained by plotting upon a uniform scale m a imiform order the

child's mental level in each of the chief school subjects. Illustrations for the

more important types are given in Figure 9. The fii'st is the psychograph

for a child of normal ability in all subjects of the curriculum. "Were all children

of this type, the correlations between schools tests would be peculiarly high
;

and the organisation of school classes a simple and straightforward thing. The
second psychograph represents the not tmcommon case of special arithmetical

deficiency ; the third, a case of special ability in work involvmg composition ;

the fourth, a case of special defect in lingviistic subjects—reading, spelling, etc.

—

somewhat resembling so-called congenital " word-blindness."
The latter cases tend to reduce the correlations between scholastic tests

;

and make it difficult always to classify once only for all school subjects. The
graphed records yield a clear picture of the educational capacities of such

individixals ; and after a munber have been thus analysed, show at a glance

the type to which each individual belongs. In practical work they have already

proved extremely helpful for keeping diagrammatic summaries of the special

characteristics of individual children.

Sex Differences.

Ability in particular school subjects appears to differ in the two sexes.

Boys apparently excel in Arithmetic, especially Arithmetical Problems, in

Drawing, and probably most of the other manual subjects, that are commonly
taught to both sexes. Girls excel in linguistic subjects (especially in fluency

of Reading), in subjects depending upon Composition (especially in the literary

aspects of Composition), and in speed and quality of Writing. My data, how-

ever, do not enable me to conclude with certainty as to the precise nature or

extent of these differences, much less as to how far they are dtie to the peculiari-

ties of sex-heredity, sex-tradition, or departmental teaching. Observations

already commenced in a mixed school may perhaps throw light upon this

problem.

Social Differences.

Among the ordinary elementary schools where the children were tested

througliout were included (1) a school attended by children from the poorest

homes in the borough, (2) a school where the home circmnstances were better

than for any other school, and (3) a school where the home circumstances

differed very considerably with different individuals. A comparison of the

performances suggests the following inferences. The children from better

homes excel, to the greatest extent and with the greatest frequency, in Com-
position ; they excel nearly as often and nearly as much in Arithmetic (Problems)

and Reading ; they excel very frequently, but not invariably, in Spelling and

Mechanical Arithmetic ; they excel little, if at all, in Manual subjects. In

Composition, Reading, and Arithmetic, schools or groups drawn from the

poorest homes may be 9 to 12 months behind those drawn from the best.

Illustrative figures have been published elsewhere ; but a far wider enquiry

needs to be carried out before the problem can be discussed in detail, and the

causes,—hereditary, economic, and social,—can be evaluated. Here, indeed,

lies a most urgent field for research.
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Heterogeneity and Overlap in Special School Subjects.

Ability in certain subjects is, we have seen, determined largely by special

aptitude ; and attainment in such subjects is very incompletely correlated

with attainment in the rest. In consequence of this, schools and classes

organised on the basis of General Educational Ability will prove extremely

heterogeneous as regards subjects where the correlation with General Educa-
tional Ability is but slight ; and, in these at any rate, each class will very largely

ovei'lap with the rest.

In order to study the heterogeneity and overlap we need tests which can

be carried out in the same way with all ages and all classes, and marked in

some simple quantitative fashion. For this purpose, the most convenient

tests are exercises in Mechanical Arithmetic and in Dictation. The same smns
and the same sentences can be set to all ; and excellence can readily be measured
in terms of the nmnber of figures, or words or letters, correctly written down.
Typical schools were chosen for examination in these two subjects. Other

subjects were also tested ; but, with these, a marking applicable to all ages

and classes involves somewhat technical methods that destroy the illustrative

value of the results. Accordingly, to avoid a lengthy analysis, I give figures

for but two tests at one school. The school selected is that considered by the

district inspector to be approximately median for the borough.

Heterogeneity of Age-groups and of Actual and Ideal School Classes.

The best measure of the heterogeneity of a class or age -group is its

" standard deviation." For comparative purposes, however, the ratio of

the standard deviation to the average of the group (" coefficient of varia-

tion ") is often preferable. In illustration I give averages, standard devia-

tions and coefficients of variation for Mechanical Arithmetic (Tables XXV.
and XXVI.). The tmit of measurement throughout is the number of correct

operations (approximately, correct figures in the answer) worked in 20 minutes.^

Table XXV. gives values for the several age -groups. For the various ages,

the standard deviation varies from about 20 to about 50. On an average,

it is about 40 per cent, of the average for the age-group. In the classes, the

standard deviation is much smaller. Table XXVI. gives vakies (1) for the

classes as actually constituted ("observed values"), (2) for imaginary classes

composed of the same numbers, and formed so that there is no overlap what-
ever ("theoretical vahies ") : the worst 50 have been selected for the lowest

class, the next worst 50 for the next class above, and so on. In the classes

as actually fonned, the standard deviation varies from about 12 to between
30 and 40. It is abo\it 27 per cent, of the average. By reclassifying the

children specifically for ability in Mechanical Arithmetic instead of for ediica-

tional ability generally, the standard deviations are still fiu'ther reduced. The
" theoretical " values for such ideal classes vary for the most part between
4 and 6, and are about 7 per cent, of the average. Similar results are obtained

with the other tests. Tlie actual figvu'es are greatly affected by the unit of

measurement ; and the allowances are too speculative and elaborate to be
discussed here. Generally speaking, in single subjects, individuals seem to

vary, on an average, ^ from 20 to 50 per cent, on either side of the mean for the

(^) The tests used were those described in detail by Dr. Ballard in the Journal of Experi-
mental Pedagogy, Vol. II., No. vi., p. 396. The sums were worked upon printed sheets. The
instructions were given, and the supervision and marking carried out, by me personally.

C^) As before the term " average " is used somewhat loosely to save technical circumlocution.
The measure of deviation in view is a " root-mean-square," not a " mean," or strict average.
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age-group : from 10 to 30 por coat, on either side of the moan, for their class :

but only from 3 up to about 15 per cent, on either side of the mean with the

naost homogeneous class that could be formed by classifying specifically for the

subject imder consideration.

If wo amalgamate the marks for the different subjects, heterogeneity appears

to be somewhat less. The tables are too numeroiis and complicated for pub-

lication here. Roughly speaking, for age-groups in the middle of the school career,

the standard deviation in the totals for all subjects tends to be about the same as the

difference between the averages for two consecutive age-groups. This is a similar

result to that reached from other data in the foregoing memorandmn. If

anything, the degree of variation was somewhat minimised by the latter. By
the ordinary methods of school organisation the variation of a class is reduced to

about one-half tJuit of an age-group. By an ideal classification for each subject

separately, it could theoretically be reduced to about one-third.

TABLE XXV.—MECHANICAL ARITHMETIC.

(A.) Heterogeneity of Age-groups.

Averages, Standard Deviations, and Coefficients of Variations for the several ages.

Ago.



Overlapping of Age-groups.

I shall consider first, and in greatest detail, the results for Mechanical

Arithmetic. The distributions of ability for the several classes are shown
in Figure 11. These illustrate in concrete form the abstract statements

already made in regard to heterogeneity. It will be seen that there is a vast

amount of difference between individuals, especially among those comprising

the higher age-groups. The worst children aged thirteen are weaker than the
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best child aged eight. The children aged nine and the children aged ten both
cover a far wider range than the averages for all the seven age -groups. Such
diagrams, therefore, show very clearly how rough and approximate, in the case

of school subjects, is the notion of a " mental age." Averages and norms for

various ages can have very little significance, unless accompanied by some measure

of deviation.

In order that the general amoimt of overlap may be visible at a glance,

the various distributions have boon amalgamated and smoothed by a process

of averaging. The average overlap in Mechanical Arithmetic, for any two
adjacent age -groups thus obtained, is represented in Figure 10.

The method of averaging employed is shown in Table XXVIT. From
the average j)ercentagos in the last line of the table the average differences

between the averages for each age can bo computed in terms of the standard

deviation of a nonnal group. These are shown by the fine vertical lines in

Figure 10. The curve (continuous line) for the given age is drawn about
the median, not about the average. The median for the second curve in the

figure (interrupted lines) is then found by averaging the differences between
the average of the given age and both the average of the age above and that of

the age below.
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ARITHMETIC
(FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES)

DISTRIBUTION OF ABILITY WITHIN EACH AGE.

AGE 13

AVtSASE FOR tACH AGE 7 8 10 li E 13 YEARS

SCALE Of" MARKS 100 200

{To face p. 68.)
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To nioasiiro the general degree of overlapping we need sonie simple equation
or formula. The area shaded in the figure would natmally bo taken as in-

dicatuag the amount of overlap. If wo assmne that both ciu'ves are normal,

ami have tho same stan<lard deviation, this area can readily bo estimated.

Wo ha\-e merely to find the difference between the two medians, halve it, find

from a table of values for tho normal probability integral tho poi'centago of

tho whole area falliiig beyond this midpomt, and doviblo it. Accordingly,

twice the percentage of either group, which falls beyond the pomt midway
between the medians of the two groups, may be taken as the measure of overlap. '^

If the overlap is complete, the figure thus calculated M'ill clearly be 100

per cent. If there is no overlap, then with age -groups or classes of about
50 children, the figiu'o should be imder 1 per cent., and the distance between
the two medians, therefore, at least 4'G S.D.

In Mechanical Arithmetic the average difference between the medians for

any two adjacent age-groups is 0'57 S.D. This yields 76'6 per cent, as the

measure of average overlap. Thus, three-eighths of the lower age-group siupass,

three-eighths of the higher age-group fall below, the ideal line of division

between the two groups. About twenty-three per cent, of the children of a given

age are better than the average of the next age above, and nearly thirty-four per

cent, are worse than the average of the age next below. Some are even better than
the average of children two or three years older.

The overlap in other subjects is nearly as marked. It is greatest in those

subjects where achievement is determined (or left to be determined) chiefly by
inborn aptitude—for instance, m drawing and manual work. It is least in tliose

subjects which depend upon progressive accumiilation year by year of acquired

information—for instance, knowledge of history and geography.

To obtain measures for General Educational Ability, the marks for all the

school subjects, each weighted according to its correlation with the "hypo-
thetical general factor," must first be amalgamated. The average amount of

overlappmg between any two consecu.tive ages then proves to be abovit 67

per cent. Thus, in general educational ability, about one-third of the loiver age-

group surpasses, and over one-third of the higher age-group falls below, the ideal

line of division between the two ages.

In any one age, over 18 per cent, are worse than the average of the age

below ; and nearly 18 per cent, aro better than the average of the age above.

This amount of overlapping is about the same as that exhibited in physical

characteristics, being slightly less than the age overlap for weight, and, if

anything, a little more than that for height. (See Appendix II.). As I have
already observed, we should expect individual variations to cover a distinctly

wider age -range in the case of inborn intellig<»nce than in the case of height

or even weight. Hence, estimates of educational attainments probably minimise

the actual amount of age-overlap in higher intellectual capacities.

Distribution of Age in School Classes.

For school organisation several corollaries seem plain. To avoid over-

lapping in class-work, different ages must be collected in the same standard.

In a school of ordinary size, a class which is homogeneous in ability must be

(^) I have employed a somewhat similar measure of overlap in estimating the mental
differences between the sexes. See Journal of Experimental Pedagogy, Vol. I., No. 4, p. 283, where
the method is discussed at greater length.
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TABLE XXVII.-

Overlaj

Number and Percentage of Children in eacli age-group surpassing or faliin^

numbers in Roman figures.
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IMECHANICAL ARITHMETIC

I

of Ages.

below the average for higher and lower age-groups respectively. Actual

percentages italicised.
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heterogeneous in age. The standard deviation in such a class will be aboiit

J. year [cj. also Table X., cohimn 7) ; and the range, therefore, about 5 years.

^

From this standpoint the original table of age and ability (Table IX.)

may be fruitfully criticised. As regards age, certain " classes " appear far

less heterogeneous, others overlap far less, than we should now expect. An
analysis of the apparent anomalies suggests that they are largely due to current

modes of departmental and interdepartmental organisation. These doubtless

considerably affect the dittribiition of attainments. But the resvilting estimates

can hardly represent in every detail the ideal distribution of educational ability.

For fui'ther st\idy of these problems we clearly need separate returns for ability,

for attainments, and for school class. Actual experiments, such as the tests

described, should be carried out, not merely in one or two representative schools,

but upon an extensive scale.

Meanwhile one inference seems tenable. Methods of promotion should be

as flexible as possible. In particular, the age-limits for promotion, not only

from class to class, but, if possible, from department to department, should embrace

a range far wider than a single year.

Overlapping of Classes.

We may now enqiiire what Is the amount of overlap in single subjects

between the varioiis classes. How far is it reduced in actual practice by cl.issi-

fying the children in standards according to General Educational Ability,

instead of leaving them in simple ago-groups ?

Figm-e 1 2 shows the distribution of ability in Mechanical Arithmetic among
the children of the different classes. It w ill be seen that the amoimt of overlap

of the different classes and the amoimt of heterogeneity \Nithin the same class

is xmexpectedly laige. Standard IV. contains children corresponding to the

averages of seven different classes, namely, from standards I. to Va. The six

higher classes also cover a range ahuost as large, namely, the seven classes from

standards IV. to VITa. In standard VIIa. one child is working 260 figures

correctly while another can only work 00. The former works over fovu" times

as rapidly and correctly as the other.

On amalgamating the distributions as before, the amoimt of overlap is

78*4 per cent. Twentj^-nine per cent, of the children in any class are better

than the average of the class above, or -worse than the average of the class

below. In a mechanical subject, therefore, such as Arithmetic (Rules), and

especially in the higher parts of the school, the classes may overlap quite as much
as the age-groups. Indeed, an overlap diagram for the classes would differ

ahnosfc inappreciably from that for age -groups. It should be remembered,

however, that whereas there were only seven ago -groups, there are as many as

eleven classes. It might be imagined that to increase the niunber of groups

would render the groups themseh^es more homogeneous internally. This,

however, has not been effected. Indeed, with a tinilinear or serial scheme of

school organisation it seems difficult to sort half-a-dozen large age -groups into

more than half-a-dozen small school-classes and at the same time secure homo-
geneity. This is perhaps an argimient for some parallel scheme of school

organisation—some plan of promotion, whereby the quick-learners should not

bo mingled in the same class and not be expected to follow the same line of

progress as the slow learners.

(M Witliin the limits of ± 2-5 S.D., i.e., within a total range of 5 S.D., faU nearly 99 percent.
of a normally distributed group.
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The most obvious reform, however, would be {so far as administrative con-

siderations permit) to re-classify for different subjects or groups of subjects. Tho
chiklron have already been classified on the basis of general ?cholaKtic attain-

ment ; yet in one particular kind of attainment, Mechanical Arithmetic, no
approach to homogeneity has been nmde. As far as this subject is concerned,

tho children miglit almost as well have been left in their oiignial ago -groups.

This result, however, does not by any means reflect upon the skill with which

tho classes have been formed. It is an inevitable conseciuence of tho low

correlation of ability in mechanical arithmetic with General Educational Ability

as a whole. To classify for tho one is obviously not to classify for tho other.

Re-classification for Special Groups of Subjects.

For what subjects, then, must wo re-classify ? Is Ai'ithmetic tho only

subject calling for such re -classification ? Or have we to re-classify for each

and every subject that we can teach or test ?

Aritlunetic is by no means the only subject for which re -classification

is needed. If we examine the results for Dictation wo shall find the same
heterogeneity and o\-erlap appearing, thoiigh it is less mai-ked in the lower

ages and classes (Figures 13 and 14). Among the age-groxips tho average amoimt
of overlap appears to be much the same in Dictation as for Mechanical Arith-

metic, namelj', 77-6 per cent. Among the classes, however, the overlap is

somewhat less, namely, 75-0 per cent. This slight reduction in overlap we
might expect ; for Dictation is more highly correlated with General Educa-
tional Ability than Arithmetic, and appears to be less dependent upon specialised

capacity.

Similar results are obtained upon examining the distribution for Reading
and for Drawing and Handwork. In tho foi'mer tho overlap is nearly as great

as in Ai'ithmetic and Dictation ; in the latter distinctly greater.

On tiu-m'ng, however, to subjects like Composition and Arithmetic (Prob-

lems), the overlap between the different classes is reduced very considerably
;

\Ahile the o^-erlap for the a.ge-groups is reduced but little. Tho estimates of

overlap differ greatly from school to school. INIuch, too, depends upon the

way in which the arithnietical problems are sot and the compositions marked.
If the subject matter be too closely related to the special work of the several

classes, the overlap may bo considerably minimised. Indeed, it is probably the

custom of examining each class purely upon its own syllabus that has hitherto

concealed the overlap in abilitj^ which actiially exists. As a rule, however, the

overlap in these subjects varies between 15 and 25 per cent. The small figure

is due chiefly to the fact that in the higher standards the children ai'e very largely

classified according to attainments il^ these subjects.

Overlapping, then, is clearly greatest in those subjects which depend least

upon General Edvicational Ability and most upon some special ability. But,
an we have seen, some of these subjects are highly correlated among themselves,

and form groups dependent upon much the same special ability. Thus, if

the children are re -classified for Dictation, the re -classification may serve also

for Reading ; similarly, a re -classification for Arithmetic (Rides) may serve

very largely for Aritlmietic (Problems). But neither Dictation, Aj'ithmetic,

nor General Educational Ability will yield homogeneous classes in Drawing
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or Handwork. The subjects, tlierefoi'e, for which re -classification seems
desiralsle are tliose which show high positive specific correlation with one another.

These, as we have seen, fall into three or four main groups. //, then, the main
classification is based largely upon work in the Comx>osition group, re-classification

may he desirable for Manual, perhaps for the Linguistic, but, above all, for the

Arithmetical subjects.

These recommendations are, of course, made with certain reservations.

Psychological considerations alone are under review. Wliolesale re-classi-

fication in every school or at every age, regardless cf other considerations

is not, for a moment, suggested. For certain subjects, homogeneity is neither

necessary nor desirable. And, fiu'ther, a class which is homogeneous in at-

tainment at the beginning of the school year, may become very heterogeneoiLS

by the end of six months, unless its members are equal in ability to learn as well

as in actual attaiiiment. But, for all the subjects where collective teaching

is necessary, it clearly makes for efficiency if the children to be taught together

are, as nearly as possible, upon the same level in initial attaimnents, in quickness

of comprehension, and in power to retain. Much can bo done without the actual

formation of fi'csh classes. The children hx a given class may in turn be sub-

divided for special subjects into sections or sets. The greatest overlap occurs,

as we have seen, in the higher classes, when examined in the more mechanical

subjects, like Arithmetic (Rules) ; in the lower cleisses the mechanical subjects

show high correlation with general ability, and, indeed, very largely form the

criterion by which the children are classified and promoted. Now, in the higher

classes, the children are, by hypothesis, more intelligent. And upon intelli-

gence the acquisition of Icnowledge, even in mechanical subjects, very largely

depends. Indeed, work in these subjects only becomes mechanical when it has

been thoroughly learnt. Hence, brighter children who exhibit special defects

in the fundamental subjects, need, as a rule, only a little additional coaching,

with special adaptation of methods to their individual difficulties, to enalile

them to reach or nearly reach the normal level. Tiiis may require, for the special

subject, relegation, not to a special class, but only to a special section within

the ordinary class. What is important, however, is that a normal or an able

child should not he kept hack in a low class for all subjects, simply because he is

deficient in one special branch—perhaps a " mechanical " branch—of school work.

Whether this is to be avoided by re -classification in classes or ia sections will

depend upon other considerations.

Overlap of Classes in General Educational Ability.

To obtain a measure of General Educational Ability, the marks for each

school subject, fu-st weighted according to its correlation with the " hypo-

thetical general factor," must again be averaged. The overlap of classes is

then distinctly smaller than for tiie subjects taken severally. In well-organised

schools the figure varies between and 15 per cent. But for so complex a

capacity, as indeed for the more complex special capacities, the figures for

overlapping are but little more than rough approximations. Fiu'ther, the

estimates differ considerably from school to school. In a few !:;chools im-

doubtedly, the ovorlaj^ping is marked, and much could still be done by a more
systematic analysis of children's attainments to produce classes more com-
pletely homogeneous. The estimates, too, vary considerably with slight
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differences in the method of marking and weighting the marks. Into tlio

technicaUtics of tlieuo metliods it is scarcely' tlesirable to enter. And I therefore

gi\'o no detaikxl tables and figures for these latter capacities.

In the present discussion an important consequence of the overlap of classes

in General Educational Ability lies in its bearing npcn the age-and -standard

survey in tlie foregoing memorandiun. In the case of tlie ordinary schools,

it was impracticable to tost e\'ery child, as was done in the special schools.

Estimates were, therefore, iis;oil, based primarily upon the school classes. The
moasm-es of overlap enable us to judge tlie error involved in such a survej'.

Clearly, the error exists ; but cannot bo veiy large. Upon enquiry, the chief

source of overlap appeais to be the express promotion of older, backward children

on the ground of age, regardless of ability, and the retention of younger advanced

children in classes somewhat low for their ability. The latter is not carried out

consciously and expressly so often as the fonner ; but it appears upon investi-

gation ahiiost as froquentlJ^ As far as possible, these cases were allowed for,

before drawing up the tables of disti'ibution. The rest nmst tend to some extent

to neiitralise each other. Tlio main effect, where they remain, will be to reduce

somewhat the frequency of the more extreme deviations. Hence, our study

of overlaj:) suggests that the estimates of backwardness, if anything, somewhat

understated the total amount. The slight error coidd only be avoided by
organising a complete siu'\'ey of the schools by means of a imifonn scheme of

examination.

Practical Methods of Analysis and Record-keeping.

Schemes of distribution, such as those in Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14, are

extremely simple to draw up. They yield a clear picture of conditions of

the school. Besides overlaja of classes, other features are qiiito plainly brought

to Ught by the figures here given ; for instance, the gap made in the upper half

of the higher classes by the results of the junior scholarship examination ;

the able children still loft behind, whom, for one reason or another, ths scholar-

ship sj'stem has not selected ; the division of the school into halves, at the line

separating standards IV". and Vb., largely on the basis of ability in Mechanical

Arithmetic.

There are many other simple devices which may be emi^loyed in con-

ductmg a sort of pericdical stock-taking of the attainments of the various

sections of the school. I have already described how clearly a psychograph

will exhibit the special deficiencios and aptitudes of an individual in particu-

lar subjects ; it yields perhaps the most convenient basis for card -indexing

him. Similar graphs may bo devised for age-groups and classes. Figure

15 illustrates a method for plotting the attainments of the different ages in

the different subjects. The graphs show the actual attainments, revealed by
tests at a particular scliool, compared with the normal attainments (or

"norms ") for the several j^cars. The eai'ly progress, especially in Dictation,

the subsequent falling off, especially in Arithmetic, are both clearly revealed.

As norms for the loss niechanical subjects are at present difficult to compile,

only attainments in Dictation and Arithmetic (Rules) aro given. Any head

teacher, however, cotUd easily work out for all subjects his own set of

norms, by means of which he could keep tables of the progress of different

classes and ages.
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Figure 15.
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As a final, and, in some ways, most suggestive method of jiractical analysis

of scliool proficiency, I give tallies of the averages for ago-groups within each
class at tlie school from which most of my illustrations have been taken.

Hitherto, I have given curves and tables for ago-groups and classes separately.

These reveal the fact of overlap. But, for practical purposes, a study of the
attainments of the different ago-groups within the different classes is still more
valuable ; for this shoiild reveal the defects of organisation which are the cause
of overlap. The averages are given for Mechanical Arithmetic in Table XXVIIT.
and for Dictation in Table XXTX. Marks for Addition, Subtraction, Multi-

plication, and Division are given separately in Table XXVIII. to illustrate tlie

value of a close comparison of marks for different tests.

It will bt seen that the oldest children in nearly every class are the weakest
;

anvd the youngest, with but verj' few exceptions, are the best. In standard Vb.,

however, the oldest children surpass (except, perhaps, in subtraction) the

general averages in Arithmetic for the throe classes above them, and almost
reach those averages for the two standards VII. It seems, therefore, un-
fortimato to keep older children in a low standard when they are able to do
some of the work of a higher standard even better than yoimger children already

promoted. The reason for so doing is clear. Tliis group is somewhat weaker
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TABLE] XXVIII—MECHANICAL ARITHMETIC.

Average for each Age-group in each Class.

Tho averages for each a^e and each class are obtained by weighting the Figures for the
age-groups in each class according to the number of individuals comprising them.
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TABLE XXIX.—DICTATION.

Averages for each Age-group in each Class.

The averages for each age and each
age-groups in each class according
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The Need for Research.

None of the conclusions in those memoranda are presented as anything

but prehn^inary and tentative. At the best they can provide but working
hypotheses, awaiting furtlier verification or amendment. The methods are

perhaps more suggesti\-e tlian the results. But even the methods need special

study, to render tlie procedure more simple and the modes of calculation more
exact.

There is, therefore, in education a vast field for practical research. Unlike

other professions, such as medicine, or engineering, teaching still reliss largely

for guidance upon private experience, personal impression, and professional

tradition. These resources are supplementttd by imsparing devotion, unfailing

sjanpathy, hard work, and common sense. But they are not enough.

Admirable as they arc, yet of necessity they leave the practice of education

at the present day where the practice of medicine was a century ago. They
leave it without any scientific foundation. The engineer is regarded as an
expert ; the phj'sician as a man of science. Biit those whose business is to

care for the mind and build up character are subject to daily criticism, by
the pviblic or in the press, as though they were themselves amateurs. And the

distinction is a just one. For years to come, where mind and character are

to be dealt with, there can be none but amateurs. Knowledge here is in its

infancy, and science but a few years old. The real need, therefore, is for

research. Only through research can scientific loiowledge take the place of

imverified opinion ; and only through scientific loiowledge can practical

efficiency be attained.

Such investigations must for the most part be left to a small band of

trained vohmteers. But methods of enquiry are now available—technical and
cuinbrous enough, it is true ; and problems and hypotheses can be formulated

which involve issue of administrative interest. These then are the two points

which it has been the chief aim of these memoranda to demonstrate : the

feasibility of educational research and the practical value of the probable results.

When the pi'esent crisis is over, the nation will stand confronted with

the task of social reconstruction. In preparation for this national overhauling

one urgent item is the research for which I have appealed. To take the place

of the ability that has been lost to the community, we have to discover the best

methods of detecting fresh supplies of ability and the best means of training

and utihsing it to the utmost of which it is capable. Scientific research in

education is thus needed not only to enhance the practice and profession of

teaching, but also in the near future to promote the welfare of the nation.
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SUMMARY.
An educational survey has been naade of a single representative borough,

by means of teachers' estimates, checked by experimental tests.

The general educational abilities of all the children in all ordinary elementary

and special (M.D.) schools have been assessed either individually or in groups.

The final estimates have been expressed in terms of grades and standards,

treated as a continuous, fractionable scale.

I.—DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL ABILITY IN

SPECIAL (M.D.) SCHOOLS.

All the special (M.D.) school children have been tested individually or

in class. The resiilts for each school liave been tabulated to show the nimiber
of children at each age assigned to each grade. (See, esp3cially, Table II.)

The educational distribution of the entire special (M.D.) school population
is shown in Figiu-e 1.

The various methods of measuring deficiency are exemplifiod in Figiu-e 2,

which indicates the following conclusions (see also Table IV.) :

—

1. The educational development of "defectives" is about twice as

slow as that of " normals," viz., about half a " class " pei anniun.
Their average level is that of a lower grade iii. (nonnal age, 6^).

Few are in, none above, standard, II. (Figm'e 2, A.)

2. They increase in backwardness from 3 years at seven to 8 years at

sixteen. On an average, they are retarded edvicationally by
about five years. (Figure 2, B.)

3. They deviate from the average level of ordinary children by four

to five times the " standard " deviation of " normals." (Figure

2, C.) In educational ability, they deviate invariably below the

normal average, whereas normal individuals, of course, deviate

on either side of their own average.

4. They possess on an average 54 per cent, of the educational attain-

ments of "normals" of the same age. (Figure 2, D.)

In short, the educational attainments of a " defective " correspond, on an
average, to those of a " normal " just over half his age.

Of the various methods of estunating deficiency, the ratio of attainments
to age seems preferable to the commoner statements of " mental age " or

"retardation," since the former alone is approximately the same at all ages.

The " standard " deviation of normals of the same age, though somewhat
cimabrous, forms perhaps the best unit of all.

Measured by these methods, the differences observed at different schools

prove suggestive, but too small to be reliable without confirmation by the
experimental tests.

Special school children are distinguished from those in ordinary elementary
schools by educational deficiency far more than by deficiency in general
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intelligence. They are perhaps to be regarded primarily as school failures,

and not always therefore as " mental defectives " in the narrower sense.

The assignment of an upper limit, dividing special school cases frona

" nonnals," requires a survey of the population of the ordinary elementary

schools.

II.—DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL ABILITY IN

ORDINARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

All the children in the ordinary elementary schools of the borough have

been reviewed in a svu-vey analogous to that of the special schools.

The " extensive " portion of the survey is based upon the distribution

of the children by age and class. The "intensive" portion of the svu^vey

consists of experimental studies of sample schools and individuals selected

as controls.

The final resvilts have been tabulated as an age-and -ability schedule for

the whole borovigh. Frequency-diagrams showing the distribution of ability

at each age are given in Figure 3.

Only in the middle age -groups do the children examined constitute a fair,

imbiassed sample. For these ages the form of distribution approximates

to the " normal cm'\-e of error," i.e., different degrees of ability apparently

occiu- with definite frequencies, simple and predictable in the long run, and
closely resembling those ascribed to " chance."

The correlation between age and class is high but imperfect. Roughly,

Age = Standard -f 6.

Standard = Age — 6.

More exact equations are formulated on p. 24.

Estimates of the degree and frequency of backwardness involve two
criteria: (1) a " nonii," or level chosen as characterising the normal cliild,

for each age
; (2) a tmit to measiu'e deviations from the " norm."

A.—Preliminary Analysis.

Tlie normal child may be expected to attain a new class or standard in

each successive year. On reaching the age of 13, he should enter standard

VII. Each year that he misses will count as one year's retardation.

The frequency of the various degrees of backwardness and advancement,

as thus estiniated, is shown in Table XI. and Figure 4.

Judged by these standards, nearly 700 ordinary children appear back-

ward by 3 years or more ! nearly 3,000 appear backward by 2 years or more.

The amount of backwardness in the Non-provided schools considerably

exceeds that in the Coiuicil schools.

The total distribution is not normal, but asymmetrical and peaked. Those
" above age " are only half as nmuerous as those " below age "

; and there is

a central peak of yoimger children assigned without differentiation to the

central group ("level with their age ").

TJiese peculiarities are due to the choice (a) of norms and (6) of units :

—

(a) Tlie " one-year, one-class " criterion seems to place the nomial level

too high. In their last school year children reach on an average
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not the middle of standard VII., but a point near the top of standard

VI. Hence, for a just standard of normaUty at each age, the

prevalent or " modal " clar^s, treated hitherto as an indivisible

unit, must be replaced by the exact mean level, expressed if necessary

in fractions of a class. (Table X.)

(b) Measured simply in terms of years, the apparent amoimt of backward-
ness and variability increases from year to year. The best measure
of variation is provided by the average (or " standard ") deviation.

For the middle age-groups it is, approxunately, one " educational

year." With increasing age it increases in direct proportion.

Approximately, it may be taken as equal to one-tenth of the age.

Backwardness, therefore, will best be expressed as a variation that is

so many times the average (" standard ") deviation below the exact mean
found for every age.

B.—Re-Analysis.

With nonn and imit thus readjusted, both " ordinary " and " defective "

children have been reclassified. The comparative distribution of the two groups

is shown diagrammatically in Figure 6.

Tlie form of the total distribution for " ordinaiy " children now approximates

more closely to the " nonnal curve of error."

The overlap between " normals " and " defectives " is not so great in

educational ability as in general intelligence. The line between ordinary and
special school chikh'en appears to be drawn at about —3 S.D. (i.e., a retardation

of about 30 per cent, of age). Defectives are found, however, as high up the

scale as -2 and -1 S.D.

The nmnber of children below the level proper to their age is now
considerably reduced. Only 1,441 are backward by -2 S.D. or more, i.e., by
two or more tenths of their age.

This estunate is midoubtedly too low. Allowance has to be made for

backward children assigned to a class above their attainments, and for other

distvirbances in the data. A stricter definition of backwardness is also needed.

For practical pixrposes, " backward " may be taken to denote children,

who, though not " defective," are yet tmable, in the middle of their school

career, to do the work even of the class below their age ; or, more exactly,

children who deviate below the normal by at least one and a half tunes the
" standard " deviation of individuals of the same age-group ; and, therefore,

are retarded by 15 to 30 per cent, of their age.

In this sense, and with the above allowances, the total number of " backward "

children in the senior departments of the borough may be assessed at about 2,000-

—

10 per cent, at the very lowest estimate.

Tentative suggestions are made as to the causes of backwardness, and as

to measures for its relief.

A rough estimate has been made for the distribution of educational ability

among the elementary school population of all London. It is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 7. In the whole county, the number of backward

children between eight and fourteen is esthnated as being at least from thirty to

fifty thousand. The figure necessarily varies according to the line of demarcation

adopted, especially in the case of older children.

Completely to fill the acconnnodation provided by all special schools with

children selected pvirely on grounds of educational deficiency, the lowest 1*51

per cent, would have to be cut off from the joint normal and defective school
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population. This indicates, as the highest possible limit for candidates for the

statutory examination, a retardation of at least one quarter of the age. The limit

for cacli ago is given in Table XVI. in tonns of grades and .standards. For
actual admission, the line of demarcation will probably be drawn at a retardation

of about 30 per cent, of age. But for all cases retartled by loss than 50 per cent,

of their age, evidence of non-educational deficiency sJioukl bo required.

Otherwise, the cases might well be recommended for a backward class or school.

III.—RELATIONS BETWEEN GENERAL AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL
CAPACITY.

Experimental tests of the chief subjects of the school curriculiun have
been applied in typical schools. It is hoped eventually to draw up a standard

set of tests for both educational and psychological capacities and to determine

tlie relationships between them.

IMany capacities can be measured only in terms of an arbitrary scale.

A tentative scheme of marking has been drawn up for this purpose, based

upon the assiunption that mental capacities follow approximately a " normal "

form of distribution.

The relationships between abilities in all the scliool subjects tested have
been studied among both normal and clBfective chiklren by the method of

correlation. Scholastic achievements appear to be determined by mental factors

of two kinds :—
(1) General Educational Ability,—a hypothetical common factor

entering into all school work. This is a complex capacity. Partly

it is dependent upon a still more general factor, namely, " general

intelUgence " (all-round mental efficiency). To a certain extent it

involves moral as well as intellectual capacities. It determines

perfonnances in different school subjects in diffeient degrees ; sucli

subjects as Composition, and perhaps problem work in Arithmetic,

are intimately dependent upon it, and, suitably tested and marked,
perhaps form the best tests.

Among children of special (M.D.) schools, the evidence for a

general factor vinderlying educational abilities and disabilities of

every kind is not so clear. In administrative practice, " mental
deficiency " miplies among different cliildren deficiencies in very

different capacities, both general and specific.

(2) Specific Educational Abilities,—special aptitudes confined to

special subjects and groups of subjects. These, apparently, depend
partly upon psychological factors, largely innate, e.g., ability to

visualise or work with visual schemes ; abiUty to form associations of

definite kinds,—verbal, numerical, spatial, logical ; facility in forming

hand-and-eye co-ordination. Partly they are moral rather than
intellectual, determined by interest in the subject and the personality

of the teacher. The cultiu-e of the home, too, appears to have a

marked influence vipon cei'tain subjacts, e.g.. Composition.

\Vlien the influence of General Ability is allowed for, the school subjects

tested fall into four main groups, apparently dependent upon four specific abilities,

complex, and nearly, though not entirely, independent :

—

i. Arithmetical.

ii. Manual,

iii. Linguistic,

iv. Literary,

i'2
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As compared with the differences between successive ages, differences

between individuals of the same age exhibit much the same range in educational

ability as in height, a range somewhat less than in weiglit, and distinctly less

than in intelligence.

Consecutive age -groups overlap enormously. The overlap is greatest in

the single subjects taken severally, and especially in those depandent upon
inborn aptitude more tlian upon acquired loiowledge. Even in general

educational ability one-third of a given age-group will fall below the point

midway between the averages for that age and the ago below ; and one -third

will fall above the point midway between the averages for that age and the

age above. Hence, to be homogeneous in educational ability a school class must
be heterogeneous in age. It should embrace a range of about 5 years. This

in turn demands a more flexible scheme of promotion from class to class, and,

above all, a wider range of age in promoting from, infants' or junior mixed
departments to those above.

In an appendix a model scheme of classification by age and standard is

worked out. This shows the theoretical distribution of children according to

abiUty at each age on the hypothesis that the distribution follows the " normal
curve."

In a well-organised school the various classes should be, and are, fairly

homogeneous as regards general educational ability. Adjacent classes overlap

but little. But, however homogeneous as regards general educational ability,

in subjects not closely correlated with general education ability, they ara

boimd to be heterogeneous and to overlap considerably. The subjects in

which heterogeneity and overlap appear most are the more mechanical subjects,

which, in the higher classes, are but little dependent upon general ability, and,

in particular those subjects which are dependent most upon specific capacity.

For these subjects it is often desirable to cross -classify either school or classes.

In order to analyse and record the general and special capacities of

individuals, classes and schools, and to study the heterogeneity or overlapping

of age-groups and classes, simple statistical and graphic devices are essential.

Methods of tabidating and plotting test -results, used with advantage in the

present experiments, are, accordingly, given in illustration. It is hoped that

they may prove serviceable to teachers and others in the practical work of

surveying the schools under their sup3rvisicn.

Cyril Burt.

15th February, 1917.
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APPENDIX I.

DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AMONG CHILDREN OF

ORDINARY ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL (M.D.) SCHOOLS.

It wovUd be of gi'cat practical value if the distribution, of educational

ability could be compared with that of other capacities. A comparison with

the distribution of some simple physical characteristic, such as height or weight,

for examjjle, would render our conception of mental variation much more
concrete. XJnfortimatoly, no satisfactory measure of variation is available.

The " coefficient of variation," formed by expressing the standard deviation

as a ratio of the average, is plainly dependent upon the arbitrary position of

the zero from which tlie latter is measured. A conaparable imit may perhaps

be found in the average annual increment during the steadiest period of growth.

In educational abilities, as we have seen, the range of educational years over

which the individuals of the same chronological year vary is of considerable

importance. It is of interest to observe whether the range is similar for

phj'sical characteristics.

With this object height and weight were chosen as the two physical

characteristics most readily accessible for investigation. The population

naeasiired must plainly be as far as possible the same as that investigated for

educational variability. It is seldom possible to collect measurements for

an entire borougli. Accordingly, the following method of sampling has been

devised.

Children attending schools representative of different social levels are

first ranked roughly for the characteristic to be measured, and the medians

then measiu-ed exactly. (This rapid method of estimating averages by a few

measiu-ements is a procediu'e which might well be employed with great economy
of time and labour in rougli siirveys.) Other schools and individuals in the

schools are then chosen by an artificial method of random sampling. These

preliminary measiu-ements are confined to early, middle, and late ages. Finally,

measurements are obtained for entire age-groups in schools which are found

to represent the extremes and medians of the entire borough. The figiu-es

for these last groups are adjusted by the aid of the preliminary measiu-ements

so as to obtain measures representative of the whole population. Values

so far obtained are given below (Tables XXX. and XXXI.)- Those for height

are expressed in centunetres ; those for weiglit in kilograms.

The figiu-es for each age -group are derived from only 100-150 measurements

for " normals " and 30-50 for defectives. Biit in virtue of the mode of selecting

the individuals and the siibsequent weighting of the values thus furnished,

the figures are probably comparable with those obtained for the educational

survey of the borough as a whole. The figures are but approximations. But
the corrections to be applied were small ; and indeed were kept down to their

lowest limits. If anything, therefore, the variability is somewhat imder-

estimated. Measvirements for the whole County would yield slightly higher

averages, and somewhat larger standard deviations.

It will be seen that for both heiglit and weight the variability, when
expressed in terras of the original \tnits of measurement (" standard deviation "),

increases with some regularity from year to year. Expressed as a percentage

of the average for each age (" coefficient of variation ") it remains more steady.

For height it is nearly ^V of the age -average ; and for weiglit about ^—at

any rate about the middle of the school career. About the age of 10, the

standard deviation for height, as for educational ability, is about equal to tlie

annual increment—perhaps a little over. For weight it is equivalent to an
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increase of about IJ years. As has generally been found, the curve of distri-

biition for height approximatas to the nonual about the middle of the school

career. Towards its close it shows a lengthening tail of backward children ;

while in the earlier years it is perhaps skewed in the opposite direction.

Weight shows a more irregular distribution. The main tendency is a con-

centration on the zero side of the median, with a lengthened tail of heavier

individuals.

In height, the average amount of overlapping between adjacent age-

groups is aboiit 64*7 per cent. ; about 17 per cent, fall beyond the average for

the next age. In weight the overlap is about 72 per cent. ; about 23 per cent,

fall beyond the average for the next age, A comparison of these various

featvires with those chai'acterising distribution in educational ability is suggestive.

Perhaps the most important analogy is that exhibited by a comparison of

variability and age -increments. Thvis viewed, educational variability appears

to be of much the same order as physical variability. The figures for overlap

in the former, in fact, fall somewhere between those for height and weight.

We should expect it to be greater. The increased overlapping of consecutive

age -groups shown by tests of higher mental capacities suggests that educational

variability is slightly tuiderestimatod. With these tests the standard deviation

may rise to li times the difference between the averages for successive years.

Bvit I am vm.able at present to give figvues from comparable grovips.

Special school children appear on the average to be slightly subnormal in height

and weight. But the subnorniality is attributable chiefly to pathological

conditions obtaining in a few exceptional cases and to unfavoxu'able social

conditions obtaining in more numerous cases. It is by no means a
universal characteristic.

Current comparisons of the physical development of defectives with that

of normals are coinmonly vitiated by the fact that the two sets of measurements
are oitan obtained from widely separated districts and from widely differing

social classes. Though obtained within the eame borough and from children

of the elementary school class, the figures gi-ven in Tables XXX. and XXXI.
are still somewhat vitiated in these respects. Among the defectives there

still exists a larger proportion drawn from poorer stieets, from more crowded
homes, and from more degenerate families.

On an average the defectives appear retarded in height by about two-
thtrds of a year (boys) to three-quarters of a year (girls) and in weight bj^ about
one-quarter (boys) to one-third of a year (girls). The averages, however, are

somewhat deceptive. In most cases the number of defectives who reach or

exceed the normal average is nearly 45 per cent. The overlap, therefore,

does not fall greatly short of 95 per cent. The averages are pulled down partly

by an absence of moderately (as distinct from disproportionately) tall individuals,

but chiefly by an asymmetrical tail of stvuited individuals. Among the

defective girls overgrown and overheavy individuals often swell the averages

for higher years. On the average, the defectives appear to deviate from the

normal average by rather over one-half the normal standard deviation for height,

and by rather imder one -half for weight. Defectives vaiy about these averages

far more than normals, especially in height. The average co-efficients

of variation are, for height : nomaals, 4*6
; defectives, 5-1 ; for weight : normals,

12-3 ; defectives, 12-8. The defective groups are too small to yield figures for

publication at each age. And throughout the data hitherto collected are

sufficient for rough comparisons only.
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For other phyj^ical characteristics my records are at present too hmited
to give any sure results. Cliieflj' I have noted the presence, absence, number
and degree of so-called stigmata. Among anatomical measurements those

showing the clearest differences are measurements of the head. Compared
with normals special scliool children as a group show a slight subnormaUty
in size ; and a distinct increase in variability. Other stigmata are undoubtedly
common in special scliools. But my results indicate that they are also much
commoner in ordinary schools than is usually believed. Control enquiries

into the frequency and niuiibers of stigmata in nom^al children are urgently

needed. Their increased frequency aniong special school children covild largely

be accomited for, were the stigmata theniselves used as a pra,ctical guide in

deciding the acUiiissions. The special clinical varieties of anientia—mongolian,

cretinoid, hydrocephalic, microcephalic, rachitic, and other types—exhibit

60-called stigmata in marked munbers. B\it with the doubtful exception of

those associated with rickets or microcephaly, these types are comparatively

rare in the cases to be reconimended for special schools by the teachers of the

ordinary school. Constitutional and physical defects—such as subnormal
vision, subnormal hearing, obstruction of nose or throat, retarded or dispro-

portionate develoj^ment, speech defects, motor defects, pretubercular and rheu-

matoid conditions—these are much commoner. But many serious cases of

backwardness exhibit no obvious physical signs or stigmata whatever. To those

not medically qualified, therefore, physical indications may be most misleading.

INIany teachers are still apt to give too much attention to anomalies of the

harder sti-uctures of the head and face—asymmetrical, misshapen, and small

skulls, low, narrow and bossed foreheads, broad, depressed, and viptiuned noses,

narrow, higJi, and V-shaped palates, and lobeless, projecting, and malformed
ears. Face provides niore signs than skull. But, if the child's physiognomy is

to be trusted at all, notice should be paid not so much to peculiarities of bone
or gristle, but rather to the soft and especially to the muscular structures

;

and not shape or structure as such, but to expression and response. The
value, however, of such signs depends enormously upon the experience and
personal power of obser\-ation of the individual teacher.

In physiological as distinct from anatomical measurements—in dynamo

-

metric measurements of muscular power, in spirometric measurements of

lung capacity, for example—defectives on an average show a subnormaUty
that is more clearly marked. Here, hmitations in regard to apparatus have
prevented extended enquiries ; I have, however, to aclvuowledge generous

assistance from the psychological laboratories of King's College and of

University College. But, limited as my experiments have been, tliey leave

no doubt that even in physiological measiu'ements the subnormality by no
means approaches that revealed by tests of intelligence and of specific

psychological capacities ; much less does it appi^oximato to that displayed in

educational ability. It seems clear, therefore, that a diagnosis of educational

backwardness should be based primarily upon the child's educational performances

with standardised educational tests.

The foregoing investigations I hope to repeat on a larger scale. If

corroborated, the resvilts would suggest that the diagnosis of special school

cases may constitute, in tlie first instance, an educational and a psychological

problem rather than a medical one. Expert physical and medical examinations

are indispensable. But they are needed rather to throw light upon the possible

physical causes, and upon the possible need for that special hygienic and
medical treatment which is often an essential pre-requisite to the success of the

special teaching in the special school.
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TABLE XXX.—HEIGHT.

(Average and variability at each age.)
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APPENDIX II,

IDEAL CLASSIFICATION OF CHILDREN ACCORDING TO EDUCATIONAL

ABILITY AT EACH AGE.

On tjie basis of the data obtained in the foregoing Memoranda I have
endeavoui'ed to reconstruct a table showing the most probable distribvition

of children according to educational ability at each age (Table XXXTI.). This
table may be taken as a first approximation to a model scheme of school

classification. The following hypotheses are assiuned. First, educational

ability is treated as distributed normally within each age. Secondly, the

average amount of progress is treated as the same from year to year.

For purposes of calculation the equations assumed are as follows

—

Class at each age = (•9.5 x age — 5 "7 5) standards.

Standard deviation at each age = "ll x (age — 0"5) standards. '

The average class and the average variation in class thus determined are given for each
age in the last two colimins (unhracketed figures).

The equations are derived from the observed data obtained in the educational survey of

the borough (pp. 24 and 31 above). In view of certain inferences from the distributions found
in physical characters and tested abilities, the original equations have been slightly modified
and reduced to convenient fractions. The observed averages and standard deviations, corrected

for fluctuations in nimibers at each age, are given in the last two columns in brackets.

The meaning of the first equation may be rouglily expressed as follows. On an average
children born on 31st January are assumed to be at birth 6} standards below the line which
at that period of the school year separates grade iii. and standard I. On an average they
progress by nineteen-twentieths of a standard in each succeeding year. They will thus pass

the grade i.-ii. Une on their fifth birthday, and the centre line of standard Ex.-VII. on their

15th birthday. At age 7 (just before promotion from the infants' department) they wUl be
one-tenth of a class from the standard O-I. line ; and at age 10 i (on 31st July, at average
scholarship age) just over J of a class below the standard IV.-V. line, the lines throughout
referring to the level separating successive standards on 31st January.

The second equation may be given the following interpretation. iMeasured in standards
the average—or rather, the two-third—range of the individuals of a given age-g:roup (in

technical terms, the " root-mean-square deviation " about their average class) is taken as 11

per cent, of their age in years last birthday. TMs figure is the value observed for ages 5 and
10 (see table X.). At other ages the values are somewhat lower relatively ; but there are

obvious reasons why at these ages teachers should have differentiated less, while it is unlikely

that they shoiild anywhere exaggerate the differences.

In each age-and-class sub-group, the percentages, both calculated and observed, have been
first adjtisted for fluctuations in age. For each age, the totals assigned in the table (last column
but two) are proportional to the figures reported for the whole of the county.^ The middle
age of senior departments (age 10) has been taken as the standard for comparison ; and its

number put at lOO'O. To this base the numbers in the other ages have been reduced in propor-

tion. The ratios obtained have been used iis a set of index numbers for weighting the percentages
throughout the several age-groups. As applied to a typical senior department accommodating
350 children, the adjusted percentages may be divided by 2. This brings them to the familiar

base of about 50 chUdren per age. Owing to this adjustment, the observed totals, averages,
and particularly the standard deviations for each class, differ from the values to be found from
Tables IX. and X.

The lines demarcating cases for special (M.D.) and for central schools respectively are

generalised from what appears to be the actual practice of those controlling the admissions.

(1) Anmial Report of the Council.. 1013, Chap. XXXVIII., page ix.. Appendix V. Table
showing total number of children on roil of elementary schools, excluding special schools, but
including central and higher grade schools, oa 31st January, 1914, grouped according to ages
as at that date.
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TABLE XXXII.—IDEAL AGE

Theoretical distribution of children

Table showing the proportion of children in each age-

Figures bracketed in small type show actual assisninents and averages : data from Table IX.,
are suitable for recommendation for a special (]M.D.) school. Where the line completely
Cases above the dotted line to the right are suitable for central or other higher grade
weighting the figures for each class or age by the number in each.

Age.
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AND STANDARD SCHEME.

according to age and ability.

group assignable to the grade or standard indicated.

corrected for fliictnations in size of age-groups. Cases below the dotted zig-zag line to the left
encloses a group, only those in the lower portion of the class are suitable for recommendation,
schools. Figures marked [a] are grand averages for the whole group, i.e., averages obtained by

St. V.
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The table is presented as a simimary embodiment of tentative suggestions,

not as a standard pattern for exact imitation. "N-NOiether theoretical or actual,

the distribution of ability is by no means the sole consideration in organising

a department into classes. Practical exigencies must be considered first.

The nimiber and size of classrooms, the qualifications of the staff, the special

character of the locality, the intellectual and moral peciiliaritiss of individual

pupile—these may outweigh theoretical motives. Yet, in the background, there

may well be an exactly formulated plan. To teachers the observed distribution

will be of more interest than the theoretical. Based as it was in pait iipon

teachers' actual clarsifications and estimates, influenced as it manifestly is

by actual regulations for promotion, the observed distribution doubtless reflects

the general arrangement followed by their colleagues as a whole. A lew may
be interested to note the divergencies of the observed arrangement from the

theoretical, and weigh the issues which theee divergencies raise.

The average features of the distribution remain nauch the same in the case

of both the observed and the theoretical schemes

The sizes of the classes are hut little altered. In practice too many children appear to
remain at the level of standard I., and again perhaps at that of standard III. This is perhaps
due in part to the conditions of promotion from infants' and junior mixed departments ; perhaps
also to the frequency of dividing standard III., among two classes. There seems a similar

accumulation in standard VII., perhaps due in part to an analagous overlap hetween ordinary
and central schools.

The average class for each age is, by hypothesis, unaltered, except that the gradation has
first been smoothed. The sliglit levelUng up of ages 12- and 13- raises the average class of the
entire group a fraction nearer the standard II-III. line.

The average ago for each class is but little changed. In both schemes the age difference

between consecutive classes is approximately one year up to standards IV. to V. ; but at this

point it begins to decrease much more rapidly.

For all ages except five and ten, the variation in class is, by hypothesis, increased, especially
in later years Owing to the gradual increase in the standard deviations of each age-group, the
correlation is not " normal." Hence, if abUity is assumed t-o be distributed normally within
each age then age should not be noi-vtally distributed uithin each clas^. Its distribution \vill be
more or less asymmetrical. In the lower classes there will be a tail prolonged into the higher
ages by the presence of children from the older age-grroups. In the higher classes the opposite
tail will be prolonged by the presence of children from the middle age-groups. (Cf., for example
standards I. and VI )

The variation in age is slightly increased in eight out of the thirteen classes. But the change
is no greater than that produced by the slight readjustments of the relative proportions of the
totals at each age, (Cf. Table X., last column, standard deviations in years with average
observed standard deviations in Table XXXII., last line.) The change in age variations is

most conspicuous in standard I. This class now covers a range of nine years. The children of
the three highest ages, however, should be accommodated in a specidl class or school. Standards
IV. and v., therefore, remain the most heterogeneous in age. The oldest at this level are not
backward enough for a special school ; the youngest are too young for a central school. To
avoid the difficulties of mixing children of eight with those of fourteen it wovdd be desirable
to duplicate one—preferably the lower—of these standards. If, therefore, there is provision
for an extra class, and there is no urgent need for it elsewhere, this seems the most advan-
tageous point. In considering the age-range of the classes it should be remembered that the
figures primarily represent the distribution, not in a single department, but in a whole borough.
In a school drawing from a population of about the same social class, the variation vnU doubtless
be smaller. As a rule the range will not extend to figures under 2*0, since fractions of a cliild are
impossible, and 2-0 per cent, represents 1 child in an age-group of 50. Hence the 7-year range
of standard V., for example, means that 8-year old children will probably be found in the same
class for ability as children of 14, not in the same school, but only in a cliild population so large

as to include a thousand individuals in each of the middle age-groups.

A detailed comparison of observed and calculated figures in the age-and-.

class svib -groups shows greater differences than in the average. These differences

too, are of greater practical interest.
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In the flrst place, except for ages 10 and 11, there is a general reduction in the number of

children whose ago directly corresponds to class on the " one-year one-class " hypothesis. As a
rule the numbers are made up not so much by the iuclusion of very young or very old cliildren,

but usually by a slight increase in tlic numl)er, already large, of children only one year above
or below the present age. For example, the calculated table shows a 30 per cent, increase in

the numbers of children aged G- in standard I., and of cldldren aged 7— in standard II. An
increase in the assignment of backward children aged 6- to grade II., and aged 7- to grade III.

is indicated to a less extent. More children aged 8- are credited with the abilities of standards
III. and IV., and possibly more aged 9- mth those of standards IV. and V. At ages 10- and
11—, the children, as shown by tlie observed figures, seemed to have found tiieir ideal levels ;

or it may be they have been long enough in the senior department for teachers to liave discovered

their capacity or incapacity. At tlie ages of 12- and 13- a greater proportion is theoretically

assigned to levels above standard VII. But the inclusion of cliildren and estimates from central

schools, and tlie exclusion of children holding scholarships at secondary schools, makes the

figures here somewhat uncertain.

It is interesting to observe how far the distribution of cliildren in their

school classes corresponds with th'^ir distribution according to abiUty or

attainments. For this we naust take an age-group in the middle of the school

organisation, for exam]ile, age 10. Every teacher in the borough has been
good enough to classify the children of this ago both according to the standards

in which they are working, and according to educational ability estimated

in grades and standarfls. The results show that the average range over which
the children vary is distinctly wider for estmiated ability than for actual class.

The standard deviations are: (A) Boys: (1) Class, 1-06; (2) Abihty, M5.
(B) Girls : (1) Class, 0-94

; (2) Ability, 1-12. The sex difference is suggestive.

In girls' departments children of the same age are less scattered over different

school classes.

Tlius obtained, however, estimates of ability are necessarily rough.

Probably they still tmd3rstate the degree of natuj-al variability. To surmount
this inexactitude there is but one procediire : to examine all the children by
the sa^ne scheme of tests. Many teachers have already conamenced to carry

out scientific studies of their examination results. Perhaps, in the near future,

some of the more entei-prising may, for their own mterests and enlightenment,

voluntarily organise among themselves an experuxiental examination by com-
parabl>:> tests. A joint terminal examination, wh?re various schools agree to

use the same set of questions, might, for example, be arranged. For the chief

subjects of the school curriculum wo should thus obtain, not merely " norms "

for every age, but, what is far more valuable, a pictvu-e of the distribution of

ability in each age -group, showing the range or limits of normal variation.

This no psychologist has yet obtained. Such a scheme demands a volunteer

enquiry imdertakon not by theoretical psychologists but by practical teachers,

working in co-operation, perhaps with a psychologist, but certainly with each

other. Only in this way can results of permanent value be achieved.
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